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ORONO, MAINE, MAY 24, 1935

To Cop Title

COLLETTE ELECTED
M CLUB PRESIDENT

Other Commencement
Plans Nearing
Completion

No. 27

Chosen Prominent
In Athletics and
Class Affairs

Men

, Plans for Commencement are being
Twelve outstanding members of the
' rapidly completed. according to Prof. freshman class were pledged to the StashLAM IS UNDEFEATED
. S. Curtis Announces Harry D. Watson, chairman of the facul- omore Owl Society during the Mainety-alumni-student committee in charge of Bates baseball game Wednesday afterCounts on Eight Men
Letter, Numeral
the program for the event.
noon. The men pledged are: Lincoln
To Bear Brunt
A feature which will be emphasized Fish, Basil Fox, John Gowell, Sidney
Awards
Alumni Day, Saturday. June 8, is obser_ Hurwitz. Thomas Lees, Dwight Lord,
Of Scoring
Faculty manager of athletics, Ted Cur- vation of the Sixtieth Anniversary of the Ernest Reidman, Philip Rogers, Robert
By Harold L. Webb
us, announced today the winners of var- founding of the General Alumni Associa_ Schoppe, Joseph Greenlaw, Harry Shute
sit
y letters in baseball, track, and tennis, ; ti°°. A study-of the early. records of the and Ralph Viola. Membership to the
stand a good chalice of winning."
as
well as winners of numerals in fresh-, organization reveals that after only four Sophomore Owl Society is the highest
n - Coach Chester Jenkins about the
classes had been graduated with 38 mem- non-scholastic achievement attainable by
. England Intercollegiate track and man track. The new officers of the .“,cr,
hers, the Association was formed and has a freshman at the University.
club
were
also
announced.
These
include
•I cet to be held in Portland Friday ,
continued
to function ever since.
Fish was an outstanding member of the
Myron
Collette,
president; Harold Woodsturday. When it is Possible to get ,
During the 60 year period there have freshman football eleven last fall, assista statement from Coach Jenkins, bury, vice-president; and Donald Huff, ,
secretary-treasurer. The winners of let- been 17 presidents of the Association, ant manager of freshman basketball, and
.• must be a basis for his optimism.
Ten of these men are living and a special was elected teniporary class president
inc has the greatest track team it ters and numerals are:
invitation has been extended to these men during freshman week last fall. He is
VARSITY
BASEBALL
- niad in years. Their record will bear
D. L. Anderson. A. L. Bell, J. C. to return for the corning Alumni Day. pledged to Kappa Sigma fraternity.
• Inony to the fact. Not a meet has
The Alumni Luncheon at noon has been
Fox likewise was a member of the
l ost this year. The Pale Blue fivers Greene, S. D. Henderson. J. W. Hoyt.
de.ignated as "Past Presidents' Lunch- freshman football squad, played guard on
C.
K.
Keegan,
I).
C.
Kilgour
M
, emerged victorious over Boston Coleon" in honor of these men to whom the basketball quintet, and is at present
- Holy Cross, Bates, Springfield, and MacBride, J. W- Sanborn, R. A. Walton.
tribute will be paid in recognition of their playing for the frosh baseball outfit. Ile
H.
M.
Woodbury;
R.
H.
Morrison,.
L y in dual meets. New Hampshire
many years of service to the Alumni As- is a Phi Eta Kappa pledge.
Mgr.;
T.
M.
H
Houghton,
h
A
Asst.
Mgr.;
S.
tided to the list when they, together
sociation and to the University. George
Gossett is serving as president of the
Bates, lost a tri-cornered meet to J. Levine, Asst. Mgr.
S. Williams '05, of Augusta, president of class of 1938, and has been a leading light
VARSITY
TRACK
To top this impressive record
A. L. Bell. E. T. Black. K. D. Black, the General Alumni Association, will pre- in all the freshman track victories, being
c- the title of State Champs by virtue
an outstanding hurdle and dash man. He
the win over Bates, Colby and Bow- W. B. Cole, M. G. Collette, R. E. De- sideOf particular interest is the fact that is pledged to Phi Kappa Sigma.
M.
Goddard,
in the State Meet. Small wonder Wick'
Frame' M.
v. 1
Prof. George H. Hamlin. of Orono, first
Hurwitz played end on the frosh foot..! "Chet" Jenkins smiles a bit and gives L. Hathorn. G. P. Hitchings, 1). A. Huff,
president of the organization and later ball team and after the season closed deW.
F.
Hunnewell,
K.
L.
Ireland,
J.
w.
: optimistic answer.
Marsh, R. E. Mullaney. J. J. Murray, H. twice elected to the same office, is to at- voted his attentions to track in which he
1..ight men of the Bruin squad must
has been undefeated in the middle distance
C. Saunders, D. P. Sidelinger, C. 0. Tot- tend the luncheon,
.r the burden of scoring the objective
Following are the living past presi- runs. He is pledged to Tau Epsilon Phi.
man, H. L. webb. R. F. wishart, H. 3.
sts. The Black brothers, Marsh, GodLees was outstanding in the freshman
Stagg; Ernest Saunders, Jr.. Mgr.; NV. dents: G. H. Hamlin '73, 1875-77; 1882.
F
Frame, Totman, Sidelinger, and
1898-01, Orono; E. M. Blanding '76, football team's line and he followed this
• II are the big. guns who may place B. Brown, Asst. Mgr.; W. P. Stillman, 91;
1880-8.2, Bangor; A. H. Brown '80, 1913- work by playing oil the basketball five.
Asst. Mgr.
Inc on top.
15, Milford; C. S. Bickford '82, 1895- He is vice-president of the Numeral Club
TENNIS
Ken Black and Joel Marsh are booked
Belfast;• JJ. F
F. Gould 8_, 1909-11, and is a pledge to Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Leslie Brookes C. R. Cronkite. J. F. 9" Be
tirst and second places in the half Hooper, E. A. Perkins, R. L. Wadleigh. Bangor; W. R. Pattangall '84, 1897-98,
Lord was one of the members of the
• Black, rated by experts as one of
Augusta; A. W. Stephens '99, 1915-24, freshman football backfield, played forFRESHMAN TRACK
ranking half milers in the East. has
Clif- New York City; H. E. Sutton '09, 1924- ward on the basketball outfit, and is at
A. 0. Boucher, C. Y. Cain- R.
excellent chai.ce of setting up a new ford. A. m, Dow, K. C. prate, R.
27, P.77' '!", .!.1..R.T.,.; R. H. Isler 'IS, nsesent p:ayints first base for Bill Kellrd in his event. His best time, 1:54:1, Fuller, W. F. Gleason. J. R. Gowen, J. D. 1927-31, Chicago, Ill.; and A. L. Desiring sun's hush outfit. He is pledged to Phi
•' see-tenths of a second better than the Haggett, W. F. Hardison, R. W. Harvey, 12, 1931-33, Orono.
Kappa Sigma.
•,, ,st record held by Russ Chapman, R. E. Hemingway. A. K. Hersey, S. N. The baseball game scheduled for SaturReidman was outstanding as a member
Bates' star. W'hile Marsh's time Hurwitz, R. M. Ireland, D. P. Kelley, day afternoon between Alumni and Seim- of Phil Jones' football aggregation and at
!Da quite matched that of Black, his 1.. A. Pettengill, E. W. Pierce, P. M. iors should be an interesting event, if the end of the season was chosen honor-I wins is a long one, including the Rogers. M. A. Shea, E. C. Sherry, w, F. games of previous years are any criterion. ary captain, lie is a star mouildsman for
England indoor record and the Smart, D. A. Smith, N. Waddington, R. Most of these games have been quite the frosh pastimers.
'ate title. In the State Meet he breezed G. Whittier.
Rogers has been prominent in four
• close. Prof. Watson, a former varsity
''ugh a 1:59:3 half mile.
pitcher, is in charge of the alumni team, freshman sports, starting out in the fall
Ernie Black will run the mile which
and "Milt" MacBride, acting captain id by playing football, then basketball a!,.I
-ports a field of such men as Hines, of
the varsity team, is to line up the seniors, indoor track, followed by a successful door track seas.si with his specialties, the
nastnn College, and Jenkins, of NUT.
who have six men on the varsity nine.
lines is favored to win as he has beaten
Reunion classes 1926-27-28 and 29 are weight event. Ile is president of the
making a real bid to have a large delega- Numeral Club and is pledged to Phi Eta
in previous encounters. However,
Several High Schools from
lion back, vying with each other for high- Kappa.
outcome of this race cannot be decidAll Sections of State
-1 on paper. One thing is pretty certain,
Schoppe was an outstanding performer
est attendance. Each of these classes is
To Participate
•' ..t Ernie will be in on the scoring.
planning a stunt which will furnish some ii the frosh cross country team and folgood laughs for the Alumni Day audi- Inwial his perfnrmances by consistently
Lanky Cramp Goddard, star timber
The seventh annual Play Day, spoilwinning performances on both indoor and
'..pper, is slated for places in both the
sored by the Women's Athletic Associa- :
!ligh and the low hurdles. In the highs
It is expected that the Alumni Banquet outdoor cinderpaths. He is an Alpha
thin for different high schools throughout
will be one of the most colorful events Tau Omega pledge.
G.shlard must battle it out for second
will he held tomnrnwv on the
with Funston, of New Hampshire. Last the state,
Greenlaw has tdayed on Bill Kenyon's
ever. held. Some innovations are being
campus. The program will consist nf
, considered and several prominent alumni, basketball team and is now subbing on
week, the New Hampshire star edged
.
registration on Saturday morning, the
expected, will speakcasidard when the latter tipped his last
(( ontinued ort Page Two)
allotment of colnrs to designate teams,
hurdle. These two men are so evenly
and then games will be played. A fret
...• f's•s•
picnic preceded by a bus ride to Gilman
• •
Falls will be held at lunch time, after
which each of the high schools represented will put out a skit. After that, the return trip is followed by organized game,
the hockey field. A banquet at night
, with superlative skill three literary feats.
By Thomas Lynch
Tuesday. May 2n, was "One-Act Play in Balentine Hall is held for all those
The first is an excellent study of some
One of the ends to keep in view in our
Night" at the University of Maine. Four interested and the small fee of 25 cents
phase of American History which cm-se-act dramas, directed and acted by is asked,
•
reading is tn build for ourselves• a 11irar)
tered about Maine. The accuracy of his
-idents, were presented in the Little: The committees for Play Day, made .i authors as well as of Narks. lie who information is unquestioned, and as a
l'Imeatre as part of the reouirement of a up of members of the
are as
selects bus
k b their titles anti flashy history alone, his books repay their read""" Y
•tudy of the play.
follows: Reception Cmanminee, Frances
colors
will
never
know his library or his el's' In particular does he present an
Commit- , hooks. But he who
formerJane
Eagles
Johinom
and the
'The casts are as follows:
tee
, Marie
Archcri
Chase.
is familiar with ..- admirable picture 14 Benedict Arnold,
Ella
the
"Two Crooks and a Lady—Miller.
"
Annie maeLeBan. Louke steeves,l eral good authors will IICVCT 41.! at a loss who, he claims, sinned much less than he
was sinned against. As an authentic picHawk, William Perlmutter; Lucille. his ,
for something to read which will fit his lure of their times, the honks are also
accomplice. Josephine Profita; Mrs. Lins- Libby Story; committee in charge of tastes.
In addition, the term "style," as
Schiro,
Vane. Marion Hatch; Miss Jones, her teams: Miriam Linscott, Beth
evidenced in the works of the sariou, interesting.
companion, Marguerite Davis; Garrity, Ruth Harding, Agnes Crowley, Margot
The secnnd reason for his honorary
Ne1-1 writers will take on a meaning. and readSewall, Libby Philbrot4c. Virginia
the policeman, Robert Laverty.
Litt.D. from Dartmouth is his skill as a
purposeful,
will
be
not
haphazard.
"The Feast of the Holy Innocent"— son, Dorothy Lawrence. The judges are: ingThis week it is our intention to intro- narrator of living, breathing incidents.
Cornelia Milk, Louise Getchell: Celestia Jean Walker. Cynthia Wasgatt, Betty duce one of the greatest writers in MIKlern His stories glisten with reality; they are
Milk, Bernice Hamilton; Mrs. Oberle,' Wilhelm. The directors of games are.. literature. Kenneth Roberts is a native touched with just enough of a virulent,
the blacksmith's wife, Hilda Scott; Jen- Ella Rowe. Marie Archer, Annie Mac- ' of the Maine town from which two 1 his commtin-sense love story to quicken the
nie. her daughter. Josephine Profita; Mrs. Lellan. Libby Story, Beryl Warner, The. ancestors went as captains in the Conti- interest; they abound with intrinsically
picnic committee: Hilda Scott. Alice
Oman, Jean Walker
nental Army, and another sailed in corn-, interesting conversation and description;
Campbell. Betty Littlefield. Hilda Fortin.
Hausmann.
Man"—Mr.
"The Third
mand of a privateer in the War of 18/2. and they are active: every bit of them tells
Robert Laverty ; Mrs. Hausmann, Flor- Sarah 1.ittlefield. Betty Bruce,Mary Mr. Roberts was an American Captain in a story. The reader can live every (MC of
Brown,
Puss
owe shann,,n; Adelaide, Hilda Scott; Thompson, Helen Buker,
air. Roberts' books, and it does not re• Elizabeth Gardiner, Muriel Perkins. Siberia in the World War. After the quire a stretch of the imagination to do
Kotilde, Marguerite Davis.
war he bet ame a correspondent for the
WilRuby
Mildred
Hall,
Black.
Eleanor
"The Postscript"—Mme. Verliera, BenI Saturday Evening Post, and in this ca- it, either.
nice Hamilton; M. Laney, Beatrice lard, Evelyn Adriance, and Marion Hatch. pacity he traveled extensively and reportThe third strength in his books is his
The banquet committee is as follows : ed many of the most important episodes in characters. By building well rounded,
Emery; a servant. Josephine Profita.
j Eleanor Gowan, Dorothy Lawrence, Ella word
l affairs. Within the past five years. strong, interesting characters. Mr. RobNOTICE
I Rowe, Louise Steeves. Peanut Harriman Mr. Roberts has written four of the erts keeps his story the natural adventures
The annual election of officers of the. Phyllis Johnson. The speakers are:,
greatest historical novels ever written. if a group of human beings. There is
Maine Christian Association will be held Annie afasnenan, resideht of W A.A.,
And he has chosen fur his theme the his- never any of the weak past tense and
in Alumni Hall, on Monday. May 27th, Marie Archer, Miss
a rep') Lengvel, and
,
o10111 about Roberts. His charillinocket,! Ii try of the State of Maine.
third flel
from 9 to 12 a.m. and 1:30 to 4 p.m. The resentative from
East
M
acters speak for themselves. It is their
Mr.
Robto
is
difficult
to
do
justice
It
nominations are as follows:
Princeton and Brownville, as well as
ens' work. To apply the usual adjec- story, and never are they subservient to
President, Chester %V. Smith; vice- Mary Sutton and Phyllis Johnson.
fives would make it usual. Therefore. we the plot, never are they shadowy or unpresident, David S. Brown, Howard J.
natural,
Stagg; .ecretary, Henry M. Brown, RobPersons desiring bound copies of the. will say that it is outstanding, arid recBecause Mr. Roberts' work is definitely
crt L. Ohler; treasurer. Darrel B. Currie. Maine ODIOUS for the past year may haveliimmend it without reservations.
(Carttionsed oil Page Two
In each of his books he has combined
Max Fitch.
them by applying to George A. Clarke.
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PALE BLUE TRACKMEN
Alumni Association 'Owls Tap Twelve
DR. CARLETON STANLEY,
ENTER NEW ENGLANDS To Fete Presidents Outstanding Frosh DALHOUSIE PRESIDENT,
WITH CHANCE TO WIN At Commencement
For Membership TO GIVE COMM.ADDRESS
Over His Chances

Powell

Friday 7:45 p.m.

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

.1-11(ins Is Optimistic

D

Campus Broadcast

WOMEN'S A.A. SPONSORS
ANNUAL PLAY DAY HERE

Book Critic Says People Should
Build Up a Library of Authors

ONE ACT PLAYS GIVEN
BY THEATRE CLASSES

-

INSTRUCTORS ARE
VOTED PROMOTIONS

Well-Known Canadian
Educator Speaks

June 10
REV. WILSON TO SPEAK

Trustees

Raise

Six

Maine Instructors
To Profs.

Gives Baccalaureate
Speech June 9
To Seniors

At the last meeting of thc trustees of
the University, the following faculty promotions were voted to go into effect with
the next school year: Arthur E. Jensen,
instructor in English to assistant professor of English: Rising 1.. !Morrow, instructor in History anti Government, to
assistant professor of History and
enunent ; Herschel L. Bricker, instructor
in Public Speaking, to assistant professor of Public Speaking; Helen Letigyel,
assistant professor of Physical Education,
to associate professor of Physical EthICation; Hugh I). Chase, instructor in Civil
Engineering to assistant professor of ('ivml Engineering; and John G. I.. Caulfield,
instructir in Pulp and Paper Technology,
to as
prnifessiir of Pulp and Paper
Technology.
Elmer R. Tobey has been appointed
head of time department of chemistry in
the Agricultural Experiment Station. He
was formerly chemist in charge of investigatitfil work and he Will now have
charge of both the inspection service and
the research work in chemistry for the
Station.
The following will be on leave of absence from the University for the year
1935-3t): Rater Clapp, assistant professor of Horticulture, who will he studying
at Cornell University; Detyte W. Morris. instructor in Public Speaking, who is
going to the University of Iowa for further study. Mrs. Delyte W. Morris, circulation assistant in the Library, will also
be lin leave. Her place will be taken by
Miss Sally' A. Palmer, a graduate of time
University in the class of 1927.
Mr. Wesley P. haiku's. of Waterville,
a graduate in the class of 1934, has been
appointed as instructor in Horticulture
to conduct Mr. Clapp's courses for the
year 1035-36.

President Arthur A. Hauck of the University of Maine announced this week the
speakers for the University commencement in June. The baccalaureate address on Sunday, June 9, will be delivered
by the Rev. David I.. Wilson, pastor of
the Congregational church of Bath, and
the commencement address on Monday.
June 10. will be given by Dr. Carleton
Wellesley Stanley, President of Dalhousie lIniversity, Halifax, N. S.
President Stanley has beCII the administrative head of Dalhousie University
since 1931 and is one of the best known
educators. He was born in
Providence. R. I_ of Canadian parents.
July 6, 1886. Ile is a graduate of the
University of Toronto, and of New College. Oxford, England. Ile was lecturer
in English literature at Victoria College,
Toronto, 1913-1916; engaged in business
from 1916-1925; joined the staff of McGill University in 1925 as professor of
Greek, and from 1930-31 was assistant
to the principal of that institution; he
was secretary of the Canadian University
Conference from 1928 to 1932; has written many articles for European and Canadian magazines, and was correspondent
for Canada fiir the 3fanchester i,uuridian
from 1913 to 1916. President Stanley
married Miss Isabel Alexander, of Toronto, awl has one son and sic daughter.
The baccalaureate speaker, Reverend
Wilson, was born in New York City in
rre- attended the public schools of
New York and for three years was under
a private tutor. lie graduated from
The"b•gical Seminary in 1898 and
later attended the graduate school of Columbia University where he received his
master's degree. Following his schooling
in America, Rev. Wilson studied abroad
fir three years and on his return to
America entered the ministry in the Cimgregational church of Fort Fairfield, Me.
He later served the church at Belfast for
twelve years, and has been pastor at Bath
since 191b.. Mr. Wilson is 1,1Ie of the
Speaks on "The Sources of
leading Masons of Maine and has held
Maine History and
!most of the high offices in that nrder.
Its Purpose"
Ile was (irand Commander ..f the Grand
Ciaimmandery of Maine in 1931. In 1934
Miss Elizalictli Ritig spoke oil "The he delivered the
opening sermon at the
Sources of Maine History and Its Pur- natismal conclave of Masons in Sari Franpose" over station AVRI)0, Augusta, cisco alien lie spike to 12,000 members
Monday, May 20. Her address was in of that organization.
%%leather permitting, both the Sunday
behalf .if the historical survey being carservices and the Commencement priatram
under
suiwrrued on throughout the state
Monday will is' 11(.111 iii the Alumni
vision of the University of Maine by In oval ill front of Alumni Hall. otherwise
graduate research workers Irian the fnur in the Memorial Gymnasium.
,Maine colleges and under the direction ,J
ilnif,,r,irliantaa Ilfar
(g.le/11:)
11:
'
,
.flibe
Trheiitpu,ri,

MANUSCRIPT SURVEY
DISCUSSED BY RING

TECH COMPREHENSIVES
GIVEN TODAY, MONDAY

about time scope of the manuscript
The research workers wh. are c.ffict!
the material are situated at strati-,'
SOO 1, i lire
Comprehensive Examinapoints imm the state to find out where all
manuscripts on historic records may be tions, bin Technology students, will be
that arc in private collections or posses- laid on Friday, May 24. and I/II Monday,
sion, in public libraries and in semi-public May 27, each day frian 8.00 t., 12:00 in
places, such as the Black alansi.in. These the nuirning and from 1 30 to .5 :00
will be catalogued for the Me if StlidelltS lA14.14:k 111 the afternof
The use of lismiks or iither reference
and writers who are interested in further
investigation in the field of Maine history. material will be allowed on the afternoon
There is a fertile field for survey and re- oI the SCC(11111 day only. Such tables as
search and the ground is just being are needed for the first three parts of the
opeimd up 11‘0W. Slid? .A.it‘tallflillg novel- examination will he provided. For the
ists as Kenneth Roberts and Rachel Field , fourth and last part of the examination
have developed historical romance but so, chemistry and physics texts and possibly
far the state history side has not been handbooks of chemistry and physics will
be desirable. Ni books should be contouched upon.
Miss Ring said that the first snurces of sulted too freely on account of the time
Maine state history are found in England consunied in so doing.
Places are as follows:—
because the original great land owners
had the records of their land grants in Chemical Engineers Room 301 Aubert
27 Wingate
such places as London, Bristol, and Ply- iCivil
mouth. So in an 1628-1652, go ti Eng. Pnli. X Paper "
301 "
"
29 Lord
land, Massachusetts acquired Maine in Electrical
"
31 Wingate
1652 and from then through the Revnlin Mechanical
non, historical sources may be (mind in I
Phi Eta Kappa fraternity was recently
the Massachusetts archives. When Maine
entered the Union in 1820 as a free state, presented with time Intramural All-Point
all the government records were left in Trophy awarded by the Intramural Aththe State House but many of them have letic Association to the fraternity making
the highest standing in intramural athbeen lost or poorly kept.
letics throughout the year. The trophy is
The grading work now going on near a handsnme mahogany plaque with figures
the entrance of Smith Stevens is to per- in bronze representing the various
mit a continuance of the lawn at that branches if intramural sport. Both the
point. The road winch leads from the volleyball and basketball trophies were
rear of Alumni Hall to Snuth Stevens ' won by Phi Eta Kappa this year and the
is tu, be filled in and graded to make the ,l fraternity has stood high in other intralawn continuous.
Mural league competition.
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COR RESPONDENCE HAL WOODBURY CHOSEN

INTRAM URAL PREXY

the college year
Publ ished Thuradays during
of Maine. (The correspondence columns of The C•mpisgi
rti
1)10 'rodents oi the Unersity
sic CCXII to tr.• public on pertinent subie
sad letters are welcomed_ All letters sr.Ontfil
jar..1st 1.1,44.40.bury Ma" ties
he signed with the •uthor's real same. but •
,
Roger L
Editor in -Chief
name win he used in publication of tlia creed !stilton NtacItride a, president .4
nen
•111m0
'37
n
Editor
Associate
letter If desired The ideas 'teed in these' the Intramural Athletic Association at a
Ernest Saunders, Jr., '36 columns
Managtag Editor
are not secsssssfly those of The CamPus and should not be so considered The odi banquet held in the Memorial Gyrmiasium
the right to withhold any litter
reserves
tor
EDITORS
DEPARTMENT
l'izesday evening. Other officers chosen
Vi i.eil N•Aola• f, '3.7 or • part of any letter.)
Me., \r
Pk.indu•ok.
'36
Ellsabeth
were: Myron Collette, vice-president
lAf.v.e,'• Neu,.
Ralph filtitelnei
Axil Sews Editor .
the Editor of the Campus
Galley. 36
Harold Boardman, secretary and Jame,
Mar tta/et I. Serail, '36
article un Graduate Fellow- Haggett. treasurer.
news
The
td•rd.
36
•
I
-- ships in your last number does not do full
Woodbury was a Sophomore Owl and
credit to the successful candidates.
he is a pledge to the Senior Skull society.
STAR REPORTERS
The University award. annually three lie has been twice chosen on the All-intra."ell, Max 1-jtth, Ruth Goodwin,
Josepi,ii.e Pronta, Bruins! sullivan, Jane Sul (,raduate Fellowships of the value ut $51/1) mural basketball team and has played at
liven
each. They constitute the highest recog- first base on the baseball nine the past
nitiim of scholarship in the University. two years.
REPORTERS
Bussell, liar• They are awarded to graduate, purely on
K. Start-rd Blake, i. Atherine
Dauphine,
is. Natalie W. Linderholm. Extension
till I urn, Ruth t utrie, Mildred Alice
competitive basis-- VI applicants at
MeF
. . 1;c7. .• Ye •••
•
M
large without restriction of ciillege. 4,r Secretary of the Family Welfare Society
m..
year of graduation. They are strictly of Boston. and Ifirectiir of New England
CUB REPORTERS
University fellowship, and not .Agricul- Junior Month, was guest at a Vocational
at Colurricr, 5 :LarVtte D.n.is, Ruth titre. or .Art. and Science.. or Technology Tea, sism...red by the
S
Kir•I•alf. (Ai., Lynch, Florence .•.•ihatinon,
felbiwships. Mr. Rates won his appoint- vin Hall. Tuesday afternoon, May 7.

-r.,

ment in ..pen competition with graduates
.eniors in Agriculture. Arts and SciBUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Philip P. Snow. ':41 ences. Educati4.II. and Technology, and
IhisIness Manager
A4verttalag Manager James W. Hauett, '36 also
applicants from outside colleges, and
George A. Clarke, '36
Circulation Manager
lit same was true of Messrs. Staple. and
:•SteSt art. lti their interest, I am sure you
Address all .ir.i.es• t•e•41 plence to 0
Business Mai:...aer, all ..t..ei correspondenie ,v ill be glad to make this eiwrectiim and.,
to the Editor in Chief
Entered as second class o,atier at the post as•ure them tilt' credit due.
Ornpo. Maim,
Subscription: 11(t) a year.
Very sincerely yours.
Printed at the 1.'civer,ity Press,
(4.44orge I). Chase
aloe
NI
Dean of Gradual(' Study
Office on tie third II.,, of the Tid. C. A.
Building. Tel Extension 51

T.. the Editor of the Campus:
you for your efficient
1 wish to that
services ill discovering my hammer. To
publish a "Lost" advertisement and a letter announcing its whereak an. in the
•ame issue Is a mark 4,1 distinetum 14a- any
imbhcation.
gratitude iii
Will Y"Il
yi.11I- staff. .1Iso lii Nlis• Hortense flogof Bar 1 larbor my e5glecholfer
treme appreciati4m for the care which she
Ii ok of it. Please inform her that she
may receive my annliuncell reward up.in
preselitatiial (if pr per credentials.

An Open Letter
•

41111.11.
Dear 1/r. Ham
This letter. I believe. is a rill,- o, -1
student •eiltinient all osTr fill' campus.
It i• ttritten ill the hope that it eiinvey•
s“Ille of the appreciation of the students
for y44cir efforts during your first year
hers, toward making the University of
Ntains. a bette-r University. In one short
year you hate .44 endeared yinitseli ti
the student 1.111y that the gulf of many
Yours very truly.
year. of getting acquainted lia• been
Chase
I Signed) II.
bridged.
Sinee yonr adtent last year the living
ci.ndition. m the men's dormitories have Book Critic Says People Should
Build Up a Library of Authors
1scen inimea•urably improved. The
(hie )
ft oiffinued
!viand, made by the female member'i of
the .ttodent Is.dy ill the first ii the year
have been met s(1113rely. and acted upon 11151ori4 al, and the first three hoo.k. form
pr,,mptlythese a triology. it IN ell lu read it in the
order of its chronological sequence. A
acts we are thankful awl appreciative.
hrief summary of the four loe.ks, in that
Through your untiring etTorts the need
4.ruler. 14.1lows.
of more scholarships and loan funds has
III .1rundel. the early hisbiry of Stet en
!wen brought to the attention of hiyal
alumni and, as a result 4.i tinich speaking and Phoebe Nason, Beneiliet Arnold, Cap
and ititervie‘silig, many students have Fluff, I bsc \leans. autt others, is told.
benefitted directly fri.Ill the addition ..f It is a story of the bing, hard march to
nu ire
Nlay this letter express their Quebec, and the subsequent happenings
there.
appreciation.
The faculty ha• received a re•toration
of most of their 1.4y, and for this not only
the faculty it.elf thankful, hut the move
has been 1.4 pular 'it tilt the students a.
well.
And to 41.m.i Ilii stir
pfl
Nlanie Day
For that one idea you de'eft e Ill' Ii 0/1111111111C111•,.perhatis, than
for anv thing else you hase done so far.
Manic Day has brought the Universityinto .1 illi•re Litia.ifile light before the
eye• 441 out•ider•. and 4 4itside support I.
institua ‘‘ril ku""" A"''.1 1" ant state
tion In this \law, liay you have pLinted
the' riot'. it si.1110111111...
4 V1r•

W111C11

ill 1011 1-“1411 Wt.,
trailltlim
that is
si..irthwhile. enjoyable 31141 dignified. The
t amplis still be the first to Jump to the
fore in its •upport nest year
For those student• \t it.. hate it'll directly y:our gener..-aty and kinilne.• *luring
the past yi•ar. I tAke the liberty to thank
y.41 Ill their 1/1:41311. :
11 .Ir
taiilr OW pre..., not ••iii) tile 5 dinfiis. lint
di...i individual representatives oi the
Iris'.. the caii,i.ria e5tenil, It- thank-.
\laysilir years to come as head of this
be .1, slicces-tid
the one

The nature 411 Junior Month was fully
discussed by Mrs. Linderholm. This feature. sponsored by the Family Welfare
Society, is offered to one girl from each
of the following colleges: Radcliffe. Wellesley, Smith, Nlount Holyoke, Bates, University. of Vt:rniont. University of New
fampshire, and Univer4ity of Maine.
These women live 14,r a month at the Elizabeth Peabody settlement hi new, participating in all kinds of si,cial service work
as carried on by that 44,ciety. They survey the problems of unemployment and
public relief, id delinquent children. of
vocational adjustment. of the administratiIm of social agencies, and all the varying aspects I.1 si wial service. Plans are
niade to inspect industrial conditiims as
they exist today.
Going I/11 ii. the briiader,
field I if SI Wial
service work as a career. Mrs. Linderholm listed the chief qualifications for
person entering the work. The tnost implirtarit qualification is that of love for
pe4.ple, sympathy and interest in their
pri iblems. she stated. The social worker
must be in go 41 health, strimg and 114.1
easily tired or upset. Filially, she flutist
derive 54•Ille benefit and enjoyment aside
from financial return trom doing this type
of WI irk, since it seldom offers salaries
greater than those received 1sy grade
school teachers and librarians.

In The Library
-% group of twenty-five books under the
general heading, Conduct of Life. have
been added to the library shelves. The
Inst. individual books of which are immediately available, follows:
Bennett. Arnold. //44,4 li. Lire on I wentv-Four Hours a //ay.
Bonnard, Abel. The Art of Friendship.
1:enson. A. C. Frorn a College Window.
Breasted, J. H. The DOWN of Conscience.
Broad, C. D. Five Types of Ethical
Theory,
Cabot, R. C. The Meaning gif Right and
If ruiuhij.
Cutten, G. B. Challenge of Leisure.
Dinmet. Ernest. What !Fe Live By.
Eddy, G. S. .4 Pilgrimage of Ideas.
Edman, Irwin. Richard Katie Looks at
Life.
Eaunce, W. 11. P. Facing Life,
Gibson, J. E. On Beitiii a Girt.
Gore. Charles, The Philosophy of the
Good Life.
Gm., C. R. Elements of Human Engineering.
Ilambidge, Gove. Time To Live.
I locking. 1V. E. Human Nature and Its
Remaking,
Hyde, W. D. Fire Great Philosophies of
Life.
Jacks, L. P. Ethical Factors of the Present Crisis,
Lippmann. Walter. A Preface hi Morals.
Magoun, F. A. Problems in Human
Engineering.
Mencken, H. L. Treatise on Right and
11.rting.
Overstreet, H. A. .1 Guide to Civili:ed
Leisure.
Pitkin, IV. B. Life Begins at Forty.
Pm uwys, J• C. ,1 Philosophy of Solitude.
Symonds, P. M. The Nature of Conduct.

FEDERAL POWER COMM
ISSUES RATE REPol:
l'etteral

1,111:4

this' set'l/1111 iit the State reports ,4
its Electric Rate Survey. sliiiAing the I
CHURCH NOTICE
.I 'rnie.ttc and residential riitir• 111 effect
January 1. 1935. throughout Maine.
Fellowship Church
The Maine report includes 3oo comM.rt
munities. served by 40 private companies
I etl,.55 ship I. lllrh tt111 -14.4 is. 11 44-1
and hi municipal enterprises.
in"r141 Slind-04 55 itl •14.4: 14,1 "'I.`lie A;
Typical net monthly hills for each vu 'ittIi 341 a in (,•11.,r1t
,\t ....}1.4(pr St nil speak
Ihitilult), listed alphabetically. are present•
Appr..prtAtt: Olefin. and lies:tail
ed m Table I. tu ir SCV1r11
he rendered by sli,'rr and solosumptii'ns. ranging trom IS to NO kilo.▪ ..
."•311: I t lipp. baritone .
watt-hours. lit a second table the charge•
l'••
l'..i5et1,41(1 by consumer. tor 25. 100, And 250
!1.
•
( .rps and the
kib.uatt-hi,urs per month are arrayed
I4
Attend.
friim the lowest to the highest bill.
I .ls fact finding, not rate fixing, is the
NOTICE
purpose of this Survey. the reports on
I he
•
Ira, 14, 1.4cture still Ite taken typical bilk are confined exclusitely
• .; 45 4 1.111
\1.04111
W-1% 27. .1 11 men the basic data furnished bv the utilities
.Althi4ugh the report .how s the tylbill• It effect on January I. 10,15 411
non is directed to the commtinitie• where
changes ill rates occurred bet ia(5,1 I ,c1\
tom and January. 1935. Of the
•
SOCCER SCHEDULES
towns in Maine. changes in rate It \
.;
c'. %err adopted in 98 localities durn.c
rt••)•nii
• !••• •101“1l..rc•
-.5 months' interval, a large niaj..t
..1 is .1101
l
•,
Wert' reductianis.
I. it
p-rt• it all 4.14 states are beitid ;
4
,41oh WI he .14(1 by the Superintendeni •
S..phtinitirei• 5• !stitni.r.
1).K
, at 5.
Frula), .12)1

FROSH

WHEN a co-ed bites a horse it's news, and when a horse kicks a co-ed it's IleWS.
Well, 4,nly the latter happened and it wasn't good news to Frannie....You see she
went 4,ut with that Dasconihe feller a-h.4rsebacking and when she wasn't looking
his horse came up from behind arid let her have one....That's why she's limping....
She didn't get it in the daily scramble at North Hall to wash dishes, as previously
reported.

A DRAWS A SIGHT DRAFT FOR ROO ON
HO OWES HIM $800 IN CONNECTION
,WITH SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED IN
.\ THE FOURTH RACE YESTiODY)
FAVOR OF C TO WHOM A OW/E5
5800 -H01* WOULD YOU ENTER
THIS ON THE BOOKS OF A .8
AND C

Owls Tap Twelve Outstanding
Frosh for Membership

Patronize Our Advertisers

teams. serving as an end in loithall,
a guard 111 basketball, and an outfielder
in baseball. He is pledged to Theta Chi.

One,

Viola was an outstanding backfield man
, Ii r Phil ,J lilies winning frosh eleven until
I

lie fractured a tome which has kept him
from 4,ther competition since fall. He is
a Theta Chi pledge.

Don't Let Exams

SEE

V. L. Granville
IN

DRAMATIC INTERLUDES
Bangor City Hall, May 29
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Granville. the distinguished English actor, former leading
man for Julia Marlowe. presents in costume and make-up
Oedipus

Harpagon

Ergasilus

Mrs. Malaprop

Faustus

Fegya

Falstaff

Cyrano

Duke of Gloucester

Svengali

Tickets at do.r. 50e

•

IF MONEY 15 WORTH 5 29 eV- COULD YOU
HOLD ON TO $10,000 FOR
FOUR YEARS AND WHAT
WOULD IT GET YOU

THE OPERATION KNOWN AS 'CLOSING
THE BOOKS" IS VERY IMPORTANT TO
AN ACCOUNTANT HERE IS ONE
WAY IT IS DONE ---
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HOW TO "CLOSE THE ROOKS'
MN WAY OF CLO5ING THE BOOKS 15
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ITS MILDER !
ITS COOLER
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Stand in Your Way!
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TO LIGHT uP A P1PEFuL OF MILD,
MELLOW OLO
PRINCE ALBERTBOY - IT 5 SMOOTH,
BEST TOBACCO A
_
MAN EVER PACKED
INTO A PIPE 1

For mal

CONTRIBUTIONS: We can't figure it out....whether it is Phil Snow or the
refined atmosphere of the Kappa Kegga house that interests Bessie Gray The "IT"
gal i. .. What would .AI Thayer say if he should see Lucinda running around with
another guy
Chipper Sparrow brings izeerim kones to class
;14,1m Fogarty
thought that as long as he •tay et! ii Old Ti uwn with his gal he would be unseen....
but....

g
Score: Chase, goal first half
11lien asked if the social service field
would be expanding in the future. Mrs. NI acl.ellan, goal second half.
Linderludin replied. "We expect that the
Dean A. I.. Deering attended a hoard
result. of this depressiiin will not wear off, If directors' meeting 4.1 the Farm Cred:.
so far as we are concerned, for many' .Administratiiiii,
of which he is the Maim:years. The childhood deprivation suf- Director. in Springfield. Mass.. Mondat
feted miss. will take its toll in sickness and and Tuesday llf,khis week.
inability ill work for many years.- The I
taking over of sovial service functions by
the federal government. which will
Ill Dr. Brueoll's Mental Measurementdoubt come, still make the work 1111101 I class Mrs. Linderlmlni described the worl,
ii,. ire' .tahle arid impiirtant. altluittgli the
ill vocational guidance that is being don,
private institutiini will retain a field in
by Mrs. Friend at the Family AVelfar,
which to work.
14
Tea was served hy Carolyn Currier.i' This is all attempt to find a place
Margaret AVilli.stoti, Francis King. Mrs.i middle-aged and youthful men and worm::
I kitty f; Stetler is tired,
who cannia find a place in industry oi
is Linder:N.1M 510.ke to Mr. Stetler's business.
chi.
,on The Family Tuesday morning
In addition bi talking to these groups 4o
on three impi.rtant facti.rs Cati•ing fartspeople.
NIrs. Linderh.dm talked to set
ily disorganization: unemployment, partlime employment that bars family from, eral junior women who have applied fi ,i

HOW TO BE AN ACCOUNTANT

I raterniti

111;'.S' BEEN getting too much publicity lately from this iorat....lre mean
l'endell....But this is really funny....11e took Nancy Hennings out hi ll'hatsit Lake
last Sunday to teach her to swim. pardon, •we meant, to teach her to
the maestro ;vas demonstrating the intricities of the aborigine art to the wide-eyed
lass when the craft skittered from under them and the two toere plunged into the Cool
embrace i if 1120. Pendell Cain C up spluttering and looked frantically about for Nancy.
Ile was just about to &T T. again when said female appeared from beneath the upturned bireh. It seems that .che einne up tinder the canoe and stayed in the air-poeket
for a breather.. _Smart get. but It had the Senator towried....
* • 44 • • • e *

SENIOR
Ii Warner the baseball nine. Ile is a Sigma Alpha
ri, Chase Epsilon pledge.
cf, MacLellan
Shute was a regular member of the
f. Frye freshman football, basketball, and base1h. Harding
w, Black
rh. Willard
g. Johns4 44

Cobb. 14)
1 tauphine. Ii

t1111, Il Ibis

•1

BALENTINE COMPLAINT: "Why don't they have scales (teeighingi at th,
Maptez."....15 freshettes crowd around the scales in Balentine before each meal t.
weigh theniselves....Redueing must be the fad." (Ed.'s note: Gals. it's hopeless.
You notice the upperclass gals gat:
,up the ghost long ago and shudder whenever
Yhey pats the scales.).....4h. the beauty of a deathless love....It MKS/ have
terrible for Swank to hale to tear himself from ihe vibrant presence of Georgia the
other eve to go 10 the house bangitet....Siirely eating doesn't cotne before
grand,•
passion for Swank....

Ben Sklar

issued

.phortu.re•

DEAR, DEAR, DEAR. It seems that someine took this corm seriously. 1s'44
tsk. One should know better....We're thinking of remuning this the "Ribbon Dept.....Well. to get down to earth....or should we say. dirt •-•
We all approve of
Sammy's bride
Those hangs...Those limpid
she's such a sweet thing ....rilly
trusting eyes
Fancy seeing I) 'ii Juan Stewart, the fellow-ship schiplastic man, frequenting the lowly precincts ,d Farnsworth's
Sure, we all go there. ... but he be
I. ngs to the Intelligentsia'

Line-up and results of the frosh-senior
game were as follows:

.\ Rabbi,. in Arms. under the direction
of Benedict Arnold. and against tremendous I KIWIS, 1141111 a fleet ta ships oil the
Great Lakes; they maimed thi.se ships
and prevented the British from using the
lakes as a means of attacking the Colonies The characters in it'abb/44 in Arms
are largely the ,Arne as those in Arisni/4.
lii /
Lady. Richard Na', 'it, son of
1'11.04' al1111 Steven Nas4.11 of the two
preceding hisiks, captain. the .American receiting relief, and il await!).
the .1111/iiir NI/Mth iChii1arship.
privateer, / ill-IS /
agalll•st tile It
ill thr War of 1812.
He is captin,
and imprisoned in Dartmoor Prison.
apain C autious, although he. 14,0
an 1meric4n mariner who 541is In
.Armidel :ind fights the British in the 1\
44f 1812, i• not of the preceding.
There Are certain link. between thi .
My Entire Line at Your Disposal at 15' , Reduction
et Cr, that make the is, 1t one of t1,4
The Iss.k contains a sea 4.tory ill Da
Till School Closes
Nlarvill, "Captain Cauti.ais." who
caught up ill the Hurry of the war by I
Illt• on the campus
t all ut till ‘4,
mg the ship Ii 'ii which he serves
tured hy the British. (hi Isiard the si.•
Tel. 1(1-I 1
' 4111 1.0%11
is a delightful, bead•triing. young
give. Daniel his nickname all.
•
few headaches Ill the bargain.

K , ger I eseinsoil
'I!.--, I r,./Arl•
!

• "SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW"
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Tracy. N't alter 11 hue; Beatrice (um- Jane
(harks Harmon, Estelle
; James Day, Nlargaret Seuall; Wil- Eldredge; Helen Blake; Charles Towle,
mings. Roger Burke.
Lots; Merton Suiiiiiyrs. Mary Stock- ham Halpine. Frances King; Raymond Ark ii Condon, Mi'mord Adams, Lois
bridge; Phillip Cassasa. Frances W anti- Wentworth. Mildred Edgecomb; Thom- Lea% ; Donald Brow n, Catherine
cli; l'homas Butt,'ii, Natalie Birchall
Phi Kappa Sims
as I l'Rour lie. Mildred Olt.iurke ; Rob- Augherton;
l'erxa, Eleanor
•
Kappa sigma was host to over 31)
C Johnsen", Barbara Bends, ert Haggett. rflielma Denius; Ne110.111 Vs est , Get ge \ eat her bre, Josephine
prior to their .11111(141 spring f-ormal.
Fraternities Entertain At
t'4.41ples at its week -end parties. Chap- Mr and Mrs. Paige. Rand; John Ross, Kokes, Shirley Hatch; Duinald Peeler dlr. Stiles, Mary Canter; Har'I heir guests were entertained by the
Richardson, l'hyllis Hallowell; ElCr,011es were Mrs. Florence Merrill, Prot. IN rata Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Law- oin, Eleanor Govern; C Byron Sibley.
Foimals and Informal*
singing of fraternity songs. The tables
awl Mrs. Li C. Kent, Alla Mr. 3lia Mrs. :el.,: J O'Cu. 11; Ralph Sawyer, Etta 'filen !bets; George Smith, Diana
i r Cron ley. Pauline Augherton; KenTo Close Year
were beautifully set with dowers, canParsons. Virginia Palmer.
;rang,. Mr :end NH, Ralph It. Hack- !light Ealwin Gu.oily, Virginia Cum.
NI. E. Freeman.
dles, and tiny iavor•; the menu consisted
adsworth, Da% iii 1'hite, ett. MI a;1/1 NIF.. Henry McCusker:
it fruit cocktail, broiled salmon,
peas,
Alpha Tau Omega
ek"Ss we're till 1114: Co1111111L - .1..rie• I tUltfel ‘1311:311.-L 1.11:
Lester Graham, Evelyn Moore; VerRobert
-I en fraternities held their an- C05.111//lbC1,4 31111 tornatieN pickles, olives, and Roben
chatx-ro
i
w. at A. '1'. 0.'s spring house!Lc
in
s.
charge.
Manchest
th`11
Paekaril.
er;
halwarel
INiregley
Prescott
Nutt ;
i‘ual house formals the past week I' t ii ills, lemon slwrbet, brownie.
, coffee.
in a 1,Ut 4,1t.t.; V1,11113111 \'s31 .1, Emily Lyon; XI r. and MTN, panics were Prof. and Mrs. Maynard
The (Atoning c..uples attended Don- 1/. ii, ,
year's
the
social
bring
seato
end
mits 311a 11111111, Aim antormal part\ nas
•Itirtlart, Pruit. and Mrs. Himy Kirshen,
ald Huff. Mary Eaton; Maxim Dond, 11,111,,,11, 1 it..111.4 11144111,4.11; Earle Charles NI. Sharpe; Richard Captain,
,n to fitting climax despite the held Saturdau, euening.
jai.et 4. amPbell; 1.....harles Lowe, Marjopia Brown; Jerold Hinckley, Virginia Prot arid Mrs Stanley %Vallace, Captain
, r weather. Orchestras and
ster, Cynthia .\. E. Phuiney and Mrs. Elizabeth Wing.
The chaperones were Dean arid Mrs. rie Thoinp—ii; Robert Drown, l'earl
Vs ihI'r.i NIelharougli, Margaret kur- W nods; Llo).1 Buck
visaing couples from all over the
FiederWk Pareiris headed the commitasgalt; Robert Ilarve), Mar), Frost ;
-tate were on the campus to make (joke, Dr. and Mrs. Nlurray, Dr. and Knight ; Frank Fellows, Lorraine Lom- stead . U Lapatz, Pauline Campbell;
t. e its charge.
bard;
Robert
Anderson
Loveless,
1
limy
.
_Juanita
Dorothy
Penner;
Ralph
Fe
Sawarson,
stirs
W
Jane
Sier
memora
Mcput
Gene
week
;
end
ble one. Mrs. Jensen, arid Mrs. King. l'aul Mca
the
.ktteneling were: Fred Beck, Kay Loulight of the fraternities follow- Llamell, chairman, Leonard Litchfield. yer; Clarence Wadsworth, Phyllis John- Cann. Pauline Ibivis; Loring Fairfield, Copeland. .'slice' Cronell; L. B. Sawyer, .Re
is.,tiu t.:1:ert 11..yton,
ri
Alberta Howard;
son;
David
Poll)
White,
Gordon;
Spence,
Fred
Mary
Edith
SteWright
Goo
;
Gregory.
Phillip
Alice
V
.rtwvell;
Barbara
their
parties
formal
with in- Fred Roberts, George Mader, and Neil
ed
v,aid Phill
Is
Kitt,
licte.rmni
ip
Ethel
Currier; Louis
Mae
,
vens;
savh_
Raymond
Falwaril
\Voird,
Audrey
,
Bishop;
Bernice
John
Nutt
:
A ltntsI
tormals Saturday evening while Calderwood made up the
committee. ileunings, Solveig Heistatl; James Bean, /lr ; Armand
Polito. Anita Conroy ; lohn Haggett, Afttin Bates; A. William 11311.11, Bernice Feaster ; Russell On,
veial others held picnics at var- laikhe Ford and his
Coral Gables Or- Mildred McCausland; Roderick Elliott, _1..1111
Itankiis. Elizabeth \\ elister ; Nor- Miller, Hope Harlow; Arland Peabody, Helen Nasori; George Timson, Natalie
,.us places Saturday afternoon. chestra played for the dancing.
Nlargucrite Davis; Richard Lunt, Rosa- man I.:'anding. I la/el Stioneden
Laura \Vesuilowska; Charles Havener. Norwood; Richard \Villiams, Jacqueline
he next, and last, big social
Betty Bray ; Dilmorit Ballard, Agnes Earideison; Richard Hither, Margaret
Fellows;
lie
Samuel
Favor,
Some
Louise
Hasof
those
present
were:
Bunny
cot of the year will be the ComPower; 3.1 r• aii. Mrs. Maynard Mucks. 11 //Me) ; Arlittld Lane, Anne Caser;
tings;
Merrill,
Dudley
Leona
Hamilton
West;
Ar,
James Don ; Louise Getchell,
fit ement Ball.
Delta Tau Delta
Roy Smith, Doris Ann Parker; Robert
John Clarke; Marie Archer, Paul Mc- thus Sherry, Rena Craigue; Roy LawWillard,
Mrs.
Betty Hart ; Frederick ParGratfam,
Edith
Mrs.
\Ir.
and
rence,
Margaret
Avery.
Donnell:
lit,pe
Phi Eta Kappa
Whitman, Paul Wilson;
Kappa Sigma
son., Belt) Doll; Mr. :nal Mrs. Samuel
Warren Walker, Arline Anderson; "air
Kathleen Hardy, Arthur Nichols;
" Bliss. NIL and XI is. Roger
‘.\ lIt the rest oi the 3.1 aunt' fraterni- Reese; Edward Mc Kenney, Madeline
Irs Anne Webster, Dr. and Mrs. A. ginia
lapd, and Mr. and Mrs. N\ illiani
Murphy, William Van Grimly; Joseph Stevens. Maxine Harding; Richties. Phr Eta Kappa climaxed its spring Rotissin; Wendell
...drens and hr. and Mrs. J. F. Wit- Priscilla
schirinip
t
chaperon
Brewster, Constance
DelDelta
ed
at
Tau
ard
Fe-y.1er,
Adele Lindsay ; William
Bickford, Stan Fuger; Carolyn
su.cial season anti t.'ritual and intormal W Mann; Ray. Thorne.
hap..-roned both of the parties at Brown,
Dtrris Lewis.
Howard Stagg; Evelyn Trott, Veague, Mildred Rollins; Jarvis Steb- ta over the \\ eek-entl.
parties at its local cliaptcr house.
1
\
0111
,
7
St,
Sigma, this week end. The cum- Leonard Litchfiel
Barbara
*ta
r
t
l
;ar
ita
.
ar_a
\tVleareliill,
; Wm
alaterr_
bins,
his
Jean
I
Else;
Kenneth
J01111•1011
e, Kay
01 Paul Gard; Josephine Mutty,
Mrs. Carrie lime Blanchard. Nlajor
,- its charge was Joseph Mullen, Harry Saunders;
Naida Sanders, Don Bussell; Howard Stern, Phyllis Wright; vin, chairman; Ethan:, Camay, William
and Mrs S S Eberle, Prof. and Mrs. S gaol Copeland; 1); " •I Lucey, Phyllis
t Allen, Marcus Hallenbeck and MacNaughton;
Lucille Fogg, Bob Hus- Sargent Colman, Ruth Libby.; Arnold Kit Tqe..141, Edward Littlefield. and Paul
AI. .1% allaCr, aittl Prof. alitt Mrs. tr. S. K...1.•lie; Carl Iluiner, Roberta Lewiston
.
Refreshments were sey; Alyce Nlunce; Betty
;
*111.,,
•
Mason, George Vvagt,C. Amelia WI...dill:An.
lawas chaperoned.
Russell \Valion. Arm Garvin; Carroll
.1 during intermission, consisting of Carlisle; Edna Mathews,
1
he
folloning attended: Jerome lienFred Roberts;
The committee was Oliver Eldritig...
Atm Waters; Frederick
r.-ani and fancy cookies. Favors Muriel Perkins, Norman
dei son. Catherine Bell; Paull N1'oods,
Theta Chi
Carlisle; MarCraigie. 314 clare'llet• Keegan
Mills, Phyllis Sharpe; Edward Brar1. presented to the girls in the form ion Merrill; Ruth
Fuller, Bud Frost;
Herschel O'Connell was chairman of Blanche Holman; James Haggett. RoseGuest• Ill/11146A :
allt1 Sherm- in; . Helen Titcomb; Richard Higgins,
,.anpacts of black and guild, with the Phyllis Webber,
Parker Frost; Bettina The13 Chi'. formal and informal par- mai Boardman; Robert Aldrich, Can- an Mills and Nlarion
Hatch; Phillip Marjorie' ii lllley; Benjamin Gray, Duirdernity seal. The music was turn- Sullivan, Elwood
Bryant ; Priscilla ties, Friday and Saturday ev
gs. As- .:bit .\.1.iiiis; Emmett _briers, Gwerielo- Rogers, V oginia Mtxtrc; NOC1 4. urrie, othy 'Moran
; 111,Waiti Foley, Edith Gardid by Stan Blanchard's orchestra, of Hammel; Lucy Cobb, George
Mauler; sisting him were Donald Brolt611 ;11141 EA- !en Ho ix•r; Ralph McCruin, Marjorie Ruth Itriinri; J ames m are-, \-,rginia t
; \\ .\;herr Pronoo
:i t:1i.
rtland. Those attending the party Henry Conklin, Charlotte
vst, Margaret
N icker son ; Charles I Junto. ii. Eli/abed/ Jordan;
Miller; Mary U ard Backer.
Ernest Foster, Cartily'll Orr ; I arriman ; Eugene j .rilan, Christine El: Charles Dexter, Miss Miriam Lin- Bean, Albert Gerry; Ellen Stevens.
1!01.14,.;
14111111 1141/Ver, Glenn Baker; Jack Ilugguus, Maxine
Mrs. John Roberts, Prof. and Mrs.
DaParlin; Craig
o; Elmer Sisco, Katherine Bunker; vid Page; Polly Davee, George
Hitch- Dwight It. Demeritt, and Mr. and Mrs. Temple Smith, INirothy Jones; 1/arrell 'Welch, Jane Goldsmith; Gouge NIcLerMullen, Betty Clough; Philip tugs ; Helen O'Leary.; Jane
Badger, June King; .Allen Dyker, Char- laii, Charlotte O'Keefe
Tarbell Allen kV. Goodspeed chaperoned.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
; Horace (7r:olElise Marquette; Willard Charles, George Grange; Gertrude Kelley,
Couples included: Donald 1%', Brown, lotte Greenlaw; ,hi hut Bartlett. Kay Mea- d:Ili, Arlyne McEacherii; Richard Sky.
C. H.
S
A
F
\\
110,1 to over thirty
Is Lees; Harry Connors, Isabel His
Eve Conklin; Ethel fling Is'. 11th -ti BaiIe ; Iierschel E. t'Comiell, nt; Leo Haggerty, Ruth Miller; Lauren ens, Betty
Bruce; Ralph \Vadleigh, couples at neuk-end formal and informal
Peter Karalekas, Janet Brown: John Porter; Margery Scott; Mary
Wyman; Thomas Somers, Fay Gagaiiii, Joanne Stuart; VVilliam \Ion- hail NI( Kay ; Edgar. Bogart. Sally parties
n hlortic, NOTIlla Greene; Cad Gold- Sewall. Richard Alden; Elizabeth Mocgly, Chick; Thomas Cavanaug
h, Dorothy .
Nlay NIcCullom, Miss Ruth Crosna.
"?.
; "'"Icy Palmer ; Edward Stetson, Carol Farn. Maxine Harris; Alfred Fuller, Ja- Thelma Tarr; Robert Hamilton; Mr. \Villiams ;
bN ut.,h II erstiirl Bricker, NIrs. J. II.
Ji din Bennett, Kay. Cox ; 1 hir.rr"'• Vir41
Fdwar.1 Litt le- ham; Eugene Jordan. Christine.
spaulding; Russell Iliggins, N'era and Mrs. John Doyle; Bernice
Belknap, Ralph Corrigan, Audrey I/avis; Donald IR°. VrInts 1.."1
NIrs. E. P \Velister, 31)(1
G11,1:1% it, Mcl.aughlin, Betty. Mitehell;
"
1LI earl; Edward Sash), Virginia Ear- Carl Noyes. Betty Rosie, Jim Jackson; Nliirphy. Miss Louise Rosie; RI
.Vlyali Lord, Ellen Fisher; Kenneth Rii liii u j V;11-111.. Kathleen Driplisse ; DI 1:4.4.1 14t. W. Small chaperoned.
,bert
, .1./e; Chauncy Russell, Barbara Beatty; Carolyn laithnip; Stuart Sabin;
De- Cliii tick, Margaret E. Roma'
.; Carl 111- K iml.all. Viola Blake ; Junius Br rchard, Harold Preble. Is
The coinllittee was: Francis :Mooing,
O'Beirne; EdHalle, Elva Cesigins; John Mur- borah Neatly, Al Hastings; Bryce
Jose: eraliam, Elizabeth Philhrixik; Henry Al- I, Aries. Juine-; \N
Sinith, Norma ward Redman, Annette Youngs; W'ood- Edwin Webster, Carl Sawyer.
Madeleine Eraser; Francis NIcA1- Georgia Fuller. George Osgood; Evelyn iberti. Atm Profenno
; Charles J. Kenny, \layi.: Ralph Copeland.
De- tool Itionir.
Calvert; Oliver
(Continued 'it Page Six)
Hobert Allen,
. Mildred
Cr.,wk'James Cunningham,
..,r, l'airham; Gardiner Fay, Carol
Cll..; Willett Rowlands, Jane StillRiliert Corbett, Dorothy Kamas;
.
.0,cis Turner, Louise.
Richards;
• .ahas I till, liddreth Montgomery ;
ens Hallenbeck. Ruth [larding ; Ca i 1
•Ilenrietta At wool ; George
.
Thaxter;
StunI..Hinman; James O'Cii
• ii iii,- Mocall ; Joh'. Sealey, Geneva
Kenneth Nash, Virginia Crow. ; Raemoad Larcian, Margaret SnUth:
1.1,1as Lees, Man.in,' Vining Freder.; slurgis, Ikorgia Taylor; lancidn
Vivaneen Don; Hervey Allen,
II his Dimitre; Russell Bartlett, Rose
.u's immure; Randolph
Smith, Ruth
Hairston; Charles Cain, Helene Diehl;
\r iiaiitl Giguerre. Betty Martin; Walter
Ii
Miss Hutchins.

leading
e-llp

..•••••
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SOCIAL SEASON REACHES
CLIMAX WITH 10 PARTIES

TENNIS
Sue, t 54111Nt
13 T•nn.. ChompoonthPs

ATHLETES SAY
TRACK
GIORGI BAKER
semis. Intetcolleeleam

LOU GEHRIG has played in more than 1500 consecutive big
league games. Such an athletic achievement takes "wind-healthy nerves —"condition." Lou says:"For steady smoking I pick
Camels. They're so mild they never get my'wind' or my nerves.-

CrotierowntryChesepien

Lambda Chi Alpha
55 sr

50 cumples at
the sprIng
iii ii• at the Lambda Clii Alpha house.
house was decorated with colored
1011., Ernie George aixl his orchestra
played Isith nights. Bracelets were given
I'. each girl as a favor of the party.
The chalk:times were Mrs. May MacI lonough. Pr. .it. .or.
and Mrs. Robert
Inunlllll
and Mr. and Mrs. Janies
\foreland. The c/a/mil/tee was: Willard
I;rooks. chairman; Arthur Roberts, and
Truest I /111.more.
Theist- present were: \I r. and Mrs.
Wend:ill Mosher; Enoch Cook, Rose
liar. hi
Itipardirian, June
(.1"1//11/ ; \\al"tell Pratt, Margaret Peris; Phillip Hanson, Elizabeth Gardner;
bore, Flynn, Ada Allan ; George Fitch,
Barbara Sanborn; \\ o.sliuiw Nlarcille,
Virginia Cobb; Ralph Ilay.es, Eleanor
K. ad; \Villard Hr.ink-, Plo llm Rollins:
I.II"Dla• Shannon, Beatrice IiivIgkins;
Richard Healy, Arline Wood.
Ira !Nile, Fhirenee Clark; Samuel
Swasey, Tilley Sleeper; .1,4111 Slit/tilt/ad,
Ill't• MeMtIllefl; Harold
Margar-t Feliz; Donald Stime, Virginia
Trunely ; Craig tamer in. Ruth Kimball;
Albert Verrill. Duirtithy Leighton; Arthur this. Doriahy
Kimball; Ernest
Ifinsnuire. Mildred White; Eeimard
shaw, Barbara King; Frank 1)0e, Anna'
lit' I)as is ; ('hark's Ma.. Lean. Eleancir
Holmberg ; Robert Older. Alice Coffin;
Paul Corban. Barbara hint
,
; Ross New ...lob, Laura Cummings; Henry I.. will,
‘Igrit/rie Chtin hill; Donald Washington, Frances Austin; David NVellman
.
I)..r1.thy Stephens.
Robert LaVerty. Anna Barry; Ednard
Merrill, Evelyn Boynton; Alfred Wi.r
...ster. Ruth Thurston; Karl Larson.
atherine Toole; Arthur Roberts, Marl' Roberts; Darrell Jordan, Kay JohnWallace cleavni. Betty Drum'
• .11.1 ; Lewis Edwards, Irene Fuller;
'I"ttard Crafts, Rachel Fowles; Mr and
\fru Glenn Perkins; Carl Davis, Annie
MacLellan.

Phi GRIMM Deka
11 Friday. the Phi namma I/eltas
hoer, at a delightful dinner party

that;'
4e
itwurj,
1 V)

irt•

DIVING
>V.

BETTY BAILEY
font, 0,y,fle Charrto.t,

BASEBALL
LOU GEHRI,
,
"iren Mon" of anteball

Of course you want mildness in a cigarette.
And the athletes—to whom "wind." healthy
nerves,"condition" are eitally important —
insist on mildness.
Lou Gehrig, baseball's "Iron Man," says:
"Camels are so mild they never get my
'wind." George Barker,intercollegiate crosscountry champion,says:"Camels arc so mild,
they don't cut my'wind' in any way." Bobby
Walthour,Jr., star of the six-day bike grinds,
says: "I've got to have'wind'in bike racing.
For my cigarette I long ago chose Camels."
Tommy Armour, speaking for the golf
stars, Bruce Barnes for tennis, and Betty
Bailey for the aquatic sports all agree:
"Camels don't get your 'wind."

GOLF
TOMMY ARMOUR
artnnor, the at.ttsh Overt,
U S Open,end O. A.

fiX-DAY BIKE RACING
Bolts WAlltiOUI, le
Of 6 Ste Day Notes

What this rnildritss means to you!... It
means )ou tin smoke as many Camels as

you please. Athletes say Camel's costlier
tobaccos never disturb your nerves—never
tire your taste—never get your "wind."
5,3. Iles•Mas Yak Ca

YOU CAN SMOKE
ALL YOU WANT!

Ana

GOOD NEWSI It's good news to hear that
camel's costlier ((that-Col are So mild you Can
smoke all you please. Athletes say Camels never
set your "wind."

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!
•camel, are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBK(9j
—Turkish and Domestic —than any other popular brand.
scaricri9 R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,

Wigwams-Salem. KC.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
4
addressed to duldren aft devoting great
effort and much money to creating procrams
merit
both of
thatparent. the
Id and
It "9""i
is true that there
1.,ive been instances of poor judgment
oand careless execution. To eliminate
convenient
for
you
to
not
For the first time in American radio such faults would be gratifying to all
In case, at some time in the future, it is move to the college with
broadcastlog, restrictions on the amount those who feel a deep responsibility for
send your children away to college, you can
George M. Shaw did. of advertising permissible in radio pro- the rearing and
them. At least that is just what Mr. and Mrs.
education of impressionthe campus barber grams will be established July 30 by the able youth.
proprietor
of
the
now
Shaw,
Back in 1911 Mr.
was
not
convenBut
it
University.
Cohmibia Broadcasting System.
"The Columbia Broadcasting System
shop, had a boy ready to enter the
to Orono, where he
This is one of three new policies, in ha-, no thought of setting itself up as an
ient to send him, so Mr. and Mrs. Shaw moved
pro- connection
obtained a position as bather under Mr. Trembly, who was then
with eianmercialls simaisoreil arbiter of what is proper for children to
shop.
the
pti.grams, which Columbia is amount.-- bear; but it does have an editorial reprietor of
•
mg today tii advertisers and advertising , sponsibility to the community, in the
agencies.
and which are to be made et- iiiti•rpretation of public wish and seotiat
arrival
his
Mr. Shaw. before
,
la, a, rap44ly as permitted by fair merle %arch cannot be waived.
experien(
Maine. had had much
11514.1t! at It at to advertisers with C011- "We realize that distinctions in aesbarbering, tie was born in
thetic values and feeling which may be
t
al:IS
now in force:
and
Raymond. Maine, in 1865.
1. Effective July 30, a maximum of wholly obvious between two given treatattended school there. At the age
lit per cent of the total broadcasting pe- ments of dramatic material cannot alof fifteen he moved to Windham.
I
aid may be devoted to the sponsor's ways be easily specified in words. Thus,
where he started barbering. I le
anmanicemeins, including for instance, it is not easy to capture in
commercial
in
work
of
sort
same
later did the
offers, 4,11 programs after definition the fine distinctions between
contests
and
Portland and Auburn. From Au
M. During the day tunic sponsored the pure fantasy which comprises some
6
P.
be
Windham
to
returned
burn he
programs will be allowed a maximum of of the world's greatest literature for
fore coming to Orono.
15 per cent of the total broadcast period children, and the fantastic distortion of
Mr. Shaw, who is now seventy.
fig
commercial anniiuncements. A single realities which is unsuitable for a youthbought the campus barber shop
seeption
to these ratios will be made ful audience. None the less, the differhorn Mr. Trembly about 1916
I, quarter hour programs, on which an ences between these forms of entertainthe
1 he shop was then, as now, in
not to exceed 40 ment become rather obvious when the
rdilitional all,
basement of Coburn Hall, but it
onds
will
lie
made
in recognition of two are compared side by side.
bein,'
room,
occupied a different
short
poogram neces- "A program for children of elemenfact
that
the
where the janitor's room now is
oily
require.
as much time as the long- tary school age should offer entertain"I he idea of cutting hair in dab,
iiir routine iivientiticatiiin announce- ment of a moral character in the widest
ii
•
ale
tights was not prevalent then. but
social sense. It should not obtain its enments.
i;RAN‘'11.1.1.
:
Mr. Shaw says that soon after his
tertainment value at the cost of distortnew standard is to be set in
2.
A
arrival here a bunch brought in a efictinguished
ing ethical .and .social relationships in a
actor. who zeal
boy and asked him to give an •fue a costume re(iial "1,1'111,14th( I - children's programs by prohibiting en- manner prejudicial to sound character deartistic.
'haircut. Mr. Shaw, not erlide8" 131 Rangor City hail, May tirely certain types of treatments speci- velipment and emotional welfare.
ler tight different headings. T
wishing to mix in local politics, 29 at 8:00 P. .M. umler auspices of Mal
"In general, it is worth noting that
this
end
Columbia is engaging the serrefused to perform the operation, Bango,r Debate Club.
the literature for children which continbut he did graciously loan his inues to find their favor through many
who will have the benefit of an advisory
struments to the gang, which then
generations offers heroes worthy of the
Nord
id
qualified
members,
with
the
esproceeded to give, free, an effec- CHI OMEGA SORORITY
child's ready impulse to hero worship,
pecial purpose of ixiinting the way totive and original styled hair cut to
HOLDS PATRONESS TEA ward programs designed to meet the ap- and of his imitative urge to pattern himtheir victim.
Hall served as an effective proval of parents, children and educators self after the hero model. Such literaMr. Shaw states that, as he re- liavkgrotnal for the Chi I )mega patroness alike. The new policy becomes com- ture, whether created 100 years ago or
members it, Professor Huddilston tea held on Monday afternisaa Open picttly effective July 30.
written today, succeeds in inspiring the
owned one of the first automobiles face 9anilwiches and cookies were served,
child to socially useful and laudable
on the campus, with Dr. Woods a Ii llowed by a shiat emertainment. 3. The 6,111111Na Broadcasting Sys- ideals such as generosity, industry, kindten. bas coocludeil, after semi,to'. considclose second.
Mrs. Reeve eratiom to permit no broadcasting for any ness and respect for authority; it opens
Among the guests were:
During the World War the Incliner, Mrs Robert brummond, Mrs. product it huh describes graphically or doors into wide worlds that may be reUniversity was used as a recruit- rthur Hauck, WO
4,1 repellently sos internal tastily functions, ality or fantasy., but are in neither event
ing and training base. The pros- t:14:11 4,j
sororities WI ale Callipti, symptiimatic results of internal disturb- ugly or repellent in aspect; it serves, in
pective soldiers came in groups of l•raines King was in tharge of the af- attics, or matters which are gem rally effect, as a useful adjunct to that educatwo hundred, given a preliminary fair.
tion which the growing and impressionnot considered acceptable topics ill social
training, and were then sent on.
able child is absorbing during every mo—
—U—
groups. This policy; will specificalls' exCit these groups Mr. Shaw reits waking day.
clude inim the Cu uiumlsia lailw,irk not ment of
MASQUE TO PRESENT
members two in particular.
"It is our hope and purpose to stimonly all advertising of laxatives as such,
LAST SUCCESS AGAIN but the advertising of any laxative prop- ulate the creation of a better standard
One group was from the state
of Iowa, and was especially im- Ili,. Maine Masque will present the erties in any other pnithict. It will fur- in children% programs than has yet been
pressive because of the size of its play ". !hither Language," by Rose ther exclude the discussi,in of depilator- .4chieved."
Broadcasting for any product which
members. They averaged over Frankel], before St. J..liii's (.ommander). ies, deodorants, and other advertising
six feet. and all had remarkably .1 the Knights of Templar in 'Linear, olmh Ii v its nature presents questkins of (1, scribes graphically or repellently any
white teeth. One of these Iowans May 24. according to an alltfulllteell1C111 gia tI taste in comwetkin with radii.. listen- internal bodily functions, symptomatic
results of internal disturbances, or matwas exceptionally rambunctious. I.) I'll.1. :dark Balks
Deign.I ee A i new business, it bigamies efr, not generally considered acceptable
t,
I le stood well over six feet and 11:11.111 of P.11111C SpCakin
ex:sting
As
to
immediately.
fective
topics
in social groups will be disconweighed 265 pounds. His -pard- .1- he
presented lit, ii.-..,it bet:4,111es elieelne as rapidly
%trig iiialli
ner weighed just a shade over during J ot \Veek. jolm Clarke of as present commitments with clients ex- tinued by the Columbia network, acJ00. file 265 boy was so often hatland and ihaotliy SaWyer
Jones- pire. The last of these expires in March, cording to the announcement, in accord
with a policy which will become comdelegated, because of his playful port take the leailioe, Part'
1(1.36.
,
behavior, to K. P. duty (working
"We are satisfied that the hest thought
around the kitchen, civilian) that
41n.••sob.4MD•om.odm••ollwNmotNMIP.0111w.M.
many leading advertisers as well as
he became known as -Ash Can SIGMA MU SIGMA HOLDS
of Ow broadcasters is reflected in these
Farrell-. On one occasion he
aid
INITIATION AND ELECTION policies."'
iaided the neighboring metropoPresident.
"They set higher standbia
hi
.1ioy
;s1011.1 \111
lis of Old Town, drank too much
than broadcasting has attempted
firewater, and then proceeded to i.v. society. Iteld its animal initiation and ard.
la-lore.
beat up Old Town's police force election i.i iithiers ott Nlay btli in North
of four men. A riot call was sent StiYins. Plan, for the : al outing "The Columbia Briodcasting System
and
. with many advertisers
to the University and one squad were mail,, and ii was decided to hold l'etlwnize,
of future soldiers managed to It ion Saturday. alas 250i. Reiresliments with the Public. the aestrabilita of avoidpunch and cookies Were selAell. Fac- ing advertising announerments that are
bring their comrade back to his
II... frequent.
apartment, but only after they ility menders present were 1)r. Brush too lengths
"With tlw interest of the audience and
had had their first taste of actual and 1)r. Purdy.
Our hew officers are: president, Kay of the great majority of advertisers in
warfare.
Another group was from Nor- I li whir ; vice-pr.sident, Virginia Nel- mind, the Columbia Broadcasting Systhern Aroostook. Evidently the son; secretary and treasurer, Louise tem cumsiders it desirable, at this time,
boys had never had an orthodox Hinman. Tbost initiated were: Shirley to set maximum alhovances fin- commerHalal:M. Mae (ohen, Kas cial tttttt mcements.
hair cut. "Hien mothers had mere- Hatch,
ly inverted a bowl over their Hector. Norman Jacksiiii. and tw.-tuul,.Unpleasantly rapid delivery of the
heads and removed everything kit
sales message, to effect a crowding of
sticking out from under it. But
excessive material into the period aldown here it was different. The
lowed for the commercial antaitnicement.
WRITES ARTICLE
regulation was that Army hair
will not be permitted.
cuts had to be administered, and, 1)r. Mai ilia jail,
non uctior In
lii clohlren's priatrams the Columbia
it any one complained, several 11,, tk partmem
English of the Collcite anoinincement hos eight specific themes
officers stood cheerfully by to see it Arts and SA wis-e.. liad an article in and dramatk lt eminent:. which are not
that this regulation was enforced. the Vela-nal) issue oi
tom
to be permitted in broadcasts for chilSo the Northern Aroostook lads tlo 4113.111t rl.
usage. mile dren:
drew up a petition humbly asking lohol in New
oils, it "'Svoinip'
The exalting as modern heroes, of
why they must be so immodestly Early American Usago"
gangsters, Cr lab: and racketeers will
shorn of their locks. They were
lir.
ver) much molested itt
Ii.' Ahmed.
quickly and emphatically in- the changing meaning, oi voitils and es1::
:
espect for either parental Or other
pr,
pecially of their original inomine. and
formed.
authority must niit be glorified or
Mr. Shaw states that the styles stic has dime a great anumnt t it search
and prices of hair cuts have quite in this tuthl. Ilr. Gibson it., itt l her emaimaged.
Cruelty. greed, and selfishness must
often changed. For instance, Ph.D. degree from Yak, Univer•ity. aial
presented as worthy motivations,
when he first came here the price 43111e Ill the l'inyeraity of Maine last not
for a hair cut was a quarter, then tall as an instructor in English.
Programs that arouse harmful nervous
it changed to thirty-five cents,
reaction. to the child. must not be ;wethen it rose to half a dollar, and
stiii ed.
finally sank to its present level of seem, he ha,.; been in but few of Colwell. smugness, Or all 1,111Warranled
forty cents.
st'llst; tti superiOritS ttNel" others less forthe buildings on the campus.
The shop is now open from
All of the hair that Mr. Shaw tunate may ma IN. pre-tilled as laudable
8:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.. but cuts off is destroyed. It seems that
Ret-LIesstless MN! albal1414 M11.41 itt9 be
yeais ago the hours were from there is no demand for secondiilintitnd with a healthy spirit of
8:00 A. M. to 7:30 P. M. At that hand hair, although one time a adventure.
time the bookstore was also lo- gentleman asked for some hair to
Unfair esphatation of !later,for percated in the basement of Coburn, use in experimentation, but as he sonal gam must not be made praisejust across the corridor from the never came hack for more, the *,ortlis .
shop.
1/1-11.41. -is mid deceit are not to be
experiment must have failed.
When asked if he noticed any
One of the outstanding mem- made appealing or attractive to the
change in the type of the student ories of Mr. Shaw is his presence told
body Mr. Shaw replied, -No, they at a World Series game between
In making this list public. Mr. Pales
seem just about the same, not Detroit and St. Louis some 49 oates:
very serious. But it does seem to years ago. The series was held in "Wide lariations in viewpoint exist
me that more of the students of Boston.
among parents as to programs which
today have darker hair than those
And you women (these started they regard as suitable law their children
of twenty years ago.invading his shop about 1927) to hear. and similar differences exist hiMr. Shaw has been well ac- should get a flutter from the tat-en parrots and children. The same
quainted with the presidents of thought that MT. Shaw has, on
14 opinion is frequentlythe University for the last 24 several occasions, cut the hair of fiiund arnimR authorities.
years. But. strange as it may one Mr. Rudy Valleel
"Commercial sponsors of broadcasts

Columbia Limits
BARBERSHOP PROPRIETOR
Ads On Programs
RELATES EXPERIENCES

pletely effective by March of 1936.
Thi• is the date of expiration of the last
ot Colunibia's commitments for such
broadcasts. A. to existing business, the
pi.licy becomes
immediately,
riieetiye
May IS, 1933.
"This policy will specifically exclude
from the Columbia network not only all
advertising of laxatives as such, but thr
advertising
laxative properties in any
ialier product," said Mr. Palos. "It
will further exclude the discussion of
tit pilatories,
deodorants, and other
broadcasting which, by its nature, presi nts questions of good taste in connection with radio listening.
"Until the policy can be made con,Wetly effective,. advertising continuities
for alis such product. in broacka,ts car-

ried tinder present commitments, are to
be so worded as to conform strictly with
a specific standard of new requirements.
"Many programs containing such advertising in the past have offered entertainment of great merit, judged by the
strictest standards.
"On the other hand, many people peefir not to hear such advertising user the
radio. regardless of the excellence of
the program. The reason for this viewpoint is obvious: radio broadcasting is
heard by mixed and assorted groups of
all kinds, in the home, in restaurants,
and in public meeting places. in certain
groups a listener may find it distasteful
to hear a discussion of some subject
which under other circumstances he findwholk fitting and proper."
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Thursday. June 6
:4.5 P. M.- -Phi Kappa

the exam
a far wer
tourth que
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IMO:Mini—Library

6..30— l'hi kappa Phi Banquet

Friday. June 7
Hall
1 :311 P. M.—Alumni Council Annual Meeting—Library
1 :30—Senior Class Picture—Coburn Green
2:00—Senior Class Meeting
2:30-- -Class Day Exercises—The Oval
4:00—Pageant—given by Alt Mame Women—Coburn Green
:00 Senior Skulls Initiation and Banquet—Penobscot Valley
Country Club
8:01) to 10:00—President's Reception (informal I—President's House
9:00—Student Hop- -Alumni Memorial
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Saturday, June 8
8 A. M. to 6 P. M.--Alumni Registration—Alunmi Hall
9:00 A. M.-- Reunion Class Meetings in headquarters rooms
10:00—Geheral Alumni Associatiiiu Annual Meeting—Little Theatia
12:15 P. al.—Assemble in order le. classes in front of Alunmi Memorial
12:30—Alumni Luncheon in hiaair of Past Alunmi Association
Presidents—Alumni Memorial
1:45 to 2:15----Band Concert --The Oval
2:30 to 3:30—Frolics—The Oval
3:43—Baseball Game—Alumni vs. Seniors—Baseball Field
5:30—Alumni Parade—alumni, facults, seniors, and friends
assemble on The Mall
Banquet—Alunmi Memorial
9:00—Alumni Hop—Aluttttti Memorial

10:30
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Sunday, June 9
M --Baecalaureate Service—The Oval

Monday, June 10
-Commencement Exercises—The Oval
Memorial
8.00 P. M. Commencement
:30

M.
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Merchant Heads
Debaters Complete
Maine Center l'or
Survey Committee
Year's Activities
Aggie Publications

morous enclosures. "What do you know- is
and oval -ripe fruit Came 1/1
about goat-raising and bull-frog culture "i 51.0_% mail with questions, "How?
k)r Irian the Canadian border fariuer., NA In
5% hyS".
"I would like a book all about chickens. I !dame is the hub of a wide agriculght I heki a little hand.
one all about all kinds of animals and tural district anti the sentiment dispersed
s daints and so sweet;
A Federal appropriation of $200,0U0
The dual debates with Colby to be held
one all about farming." He should hase through this medium 'tails affects the
ins heart would surely break,
has recently been authorized to make an SIAM will complete
By
Donald Nlayo
the comprehensive
la tiered
an Encyclopedia Brittanitica. progress and the financial condition of
s •,•Idly did it beat.
extensive survey of the agricultural lands program of activities
for Maine's arEach
Deal chickens, angleworms in Christmas this section of agricultural America.
bulictin
oi
the
MAIM
Extension
of the United States with a view to guer. this school sear,
activities which Service is a testament in the bible of the
\ :her hand in all the world
maintaining fertility, controlling erosion, have taken the form of
community de- agricultural world, not of Mame, not
greater solace bring
and promoting a sound and efficient farm bates, intercollegiate
debates, forums, New England, not of the United Six
:hat sweet hand I held last night- management program. As the
outstand- and the holding of semi-monthly meet- but of ilss world. To the pampas of \
1•••ur aces aod a king.
ing agriculture economist in the State, ings by their organization,
the Debating gtntine. the •teppes ot Russia, and I
—Tit-Bits Prof. C. H.
Merchant, Head of the De- Society. In addition, a number of times heaths
England
bulletins on
• • • •
partment of Agricultural Economics and the debaters have had occasion
to serve Care
Pols or Health and 00,4 L.
Farm
Management,
111Can to steal any of Darwas chosen as the as judges of high school debates, and Sept,.- tanks in RIMS' I
t'
oat.'S is tt
•- -tuff, but here is somebody's idea chairman of the Maine Committee to Hamilton Boothby, '35, has coached the L'ated mto tlw dialects of tai.away Jai...
toolution of "hedging" from ans- study the question. Members of his Old Town High School team very satis- and repeated with
an Irish bnigue. t.
committee include Dean Deering, Fred factorily.
a question in class:
saddle-post they arc spread across
Griffee, director of the Experiment StaDebate Coach Delyte W. Morris has Australian mesas and in Chinese jo,
s•sh - "I don't know."
tion, and members of the College of arranged for and supervised all these
.--.1•11 "I am not prepared."
arc ferried up the Yellow River.
Agriculture, Extension, and Experiment activities, in addition to conducting
• or "I don't exactly remember."
the Nev. lealand and British Columbia.
secondary school oratorical correst which JamaWa and The Dutch
"I don't believe that I can add Station stiffs.
East Indies
The aims of this program, the Re- was held on this campus a short
•sistructively to what has attime these ambassath.r. if wood will, th,
gional
Planning
Project,
back,
are many. The
and the Debating Society.
iisaid."
iunt ams tit truth. Phy toiipatholog
project will start with a census of Maine
The Debating Society met and adopted Kenai Kifissia. Athens, Greece, cla,,
people; these Seniors.
farms as to type of farming, soil group- a constitution and elected officers at
—Northeastern News
the a copy of every issue.
ings, soil erosion, feed crops and pasture first of the school year. The officers
During the year of 1933, 83,400 copies
• • • •
productivity. These will be tabulated on chosen were as follows: president, A. of these bulletins went
out of the Exti
maps dovetailing the states so that a Hamilton Boothby ; vice-president, David sion Service Office
After the exams were over:
in Winshiw Hall.
-flow far were you from the answer. concrete picture of the farm lands of the S. Brown; secretary -treasurer, Chester this munlso 51.o5s: %%etc on agrieultu,,
country can be obtained. Short studies W. Smith; and manager, Richard Briggs. 14,835 were on Ii..ini t C"lit,11114.-•
b. the fourth question?"
of the history of general land utilization Mr. Morris acted as faculty adviser. The were on club %%oil.,
"About two seats."
mil 585 were annia.ii
and of crop and live stock production in programs throughout the year have con- reports. /It soles the
vtensive mailing ,
as
* •
each area for the past 25 years will be sisted of either having some speaker ad- lists, 19,0n0 requests were
Send them subscriptions to
answered for
assar graduates have an average of made. With this material as a back- dress the organization or of discussions individual publications
within the state
1.7 thildren, while Yak graduates have ground, specific uses for each type of conducted by the members themselves. while 17,(N10 out of state requests isi •
average of 1.3 children per graduate. farm land in the area which will main- Below is the list of the s-ear's meetings filled. Every state is on
the
'Ibis goes to prove that women have tain fertility, control erosion, and which and the programs:
mailing list : 19 go to California, 18
will promote efficient operation and a
Nov. 13, Principal Charles H. Smith Wisconsin, and 24 to Illinois, for examii:oie children than men.
.4:1( INDEPENDENT PAPER
sound farm management program will be of Orono High School speaker.
*
*
*
*
ple. The Mexican and Spanish embassuggested. These proposals will he based
Feb. 27, Professor C. H. Merchant sies at lVashington receive a copy each.
The Dinosaur
on experimental evidence available, speaker.
The Maine Extension Service 15 one of
upon farm management surveys and
Dec. 11, Professor A. A. Whitmore, the centers of the agricultural literature.
,d ilie mighty Dinosaur,
The largest circulation of any college weekly
farm accounting records, and upon the speaker.
hanous in prehistoric lore,
of the country.
in New England
combined
experience
Jan.
8, Mr. Arthur A. Jensen, speaker.
and judgement of
only for his weight and strength
Subject matter is prepared in bulletin
state specialists and checked, when posFeb. 19, Discussion.
form in an easily understissl manner. deBut for his intellectual length.
sible, by County Agents and farmers.
Mar. 19, Discussion.
signed to bring about the adoption of
Sis: will observe by these remains
Seven students have done the debating more improved practice. lis• farm people.
Tis creature had two sets of brains— Using average yields of each crop for
The only college taper in the Eat? 'bat pre$ents actor by radio
each area; also the average production for Maine this year: Hamilton Boothby, Such bulletins and circulars are nearly.
iii in his head (the usual place),
(eggs per hen, milk per cow, etc.) of David Brown, George Clarke, Spurgeon always preiored by subject matter speThe other at his spinal base.
each class of livestock, the committee will Benjamin, Chester Smith, Roland Gles- cialists. Counts Extension agents and
Thus he could reason a priori
Listen to the Maine Cointois radio broadcast every Friilsk
compute the total production crop ano zer, and Richard Briggs. Of these only state /eaders and nwndier.: of the college
.-S• sell as a posteriori.
at 7:45 o'clock over 111.1:12
livestock product which would result Hamilton Boothby is to graduate this faculty. occasionally assist in the preparNo problem bothered him a bit:
from the recommended use of the farm June. The outstanding activities in ation of such material. Two bulletin
made both head and tail of it.
land as determined by the cominittee.
which one, or more, of these students mailing lists are kept. The first includes
s•• wise he was, so wise and solemn,
The effect of the proposed land utili- has participated are the Intercollegiate libraries, deans and directors. Each bulFact' thought filled just a spinal column.
If i:zie brain found the pressure strong zation upon expenses of operation and Forum which was held in the Bangor letin is sent as soon as published to this
income will next be determined. The Y. M. C. A. last December, Brown group. To a second, and much larger,
It passed a few ideas along;
estimates of such effects will be used as speaking for Maine (his speech is to be group is sem the annual publication list
Ii s•snething slipped his forward mind
a basis for appraising the validity and printed in the University's Debaters An- with the statement that these bulletins
'I was rescued by the one behind;
the practicability of the recommendations. nual, published annually) the debate will be sent free on request.
if in error he was caught
The final aim is agricultural adjust- with Students from the Universitad de
The flood of request.: that follow the
Ile had a saving afterthought.
ment
of the country so that every section Porto Rico, who visited the campus in publication of this list brings many hu.1• he thought twice before he spoke
is utilizing its lands for the best inter- the course of a debating tour over the
II hail no judgments to revoke:
I .,r lie could think, without congestion, ests of the area, physically and econo- country, and the debate with speakers
mically. be ii for farm land, crops, for- from Lafayette College, which was
t i• •ii both sides of every question.
cos, pasture, or waste land. It is a long broadcast over radio station WI.BZ.
ii,. gaze upon this model beast,
rabge project and depends on the co- Bangor.
IL truict ten million years at least.
The following are the intercollegiate
opeiation of the agriculturalist, who will
—The Publisher's Auxiliary
receive the ultimate benefits. To take a debates in which Maine participated dur* * * *
practical example: If it is found that the ing the year:
lkt, 20, University of Vermont, GiesNlan's love is of man's life a thing grtatest benefits to Maine, as a State
.•1•01 'tis woman's whole existence.— and as a people, come from forests, zer and Clarke for Maine.
potatoes and blueberries, the farmers
Feb. 7, Radio Debate with Bates ColDal.
—Southern Calif. Daily Trojan will be urged and helped.—not forced— lege, Gleszer and Clarke for Maine.
Mar. 1. Debate with the Unisersitad de
:,, enter into those lines. While the
• • * •
raising of corn and apples might be left Porto Rico, Benjamin, Smith, and RusI he names, addresses, and telephone to the Middle or Ear West. This pro- sell for Maine.
: ',oilier. of all co-ed freshmen at the ject does not include grants for the last
Mar. 19, Debate with Lafayette College, Brown, and Ilitothby, for Maine.
iso.rsiti of Pittsburgh can be bought move, hut that is the end in view.
Ii ten cents.
Andrew Welch 29, Andrew Watson This was on the air (station WILFUL.)
'34, and Chester Smith '36 comprise the for an hour.
• • • *
Apr. 4, Debate with Connecticut State
field staff which started work this week.
ritonnor ;"Will this anaesthetic make
Peter Karalekas '34 is employed as before a special assembly at Orono High
• sick?"
School, Itoothby and Benjamin for
draftsman.
Doc: "No, I think not."
Maine.
o'Connor : "How lung before I will
Apr. 12, Debate with Boston Univerans thing ?"
sity at Old Town High before special
Doc: "Aren't you expecting too much
assembly, Brown and Russell for Maine.
••i the anaesthetic?"
Apr. 12, Debate with Boston College
• • • •
at Boston. Benjamin and Boothby for
Maine.
Add to you collection of Mother Goose
Apr. 12, Debate with Connecticut State
Rhymes
Awards for athletic achievements of on Connecticut's campus,
Clarke and
Little Jack Horner sat in a corner
the past year were presented at the an- Smith for Maine.
Lating a Christmas pie;
nual rally at the field house on the eveMay 16, 17, 18, Debating tournanient
Ili put in his thumb, and pulled out a ning of May 16. Thursday. Those preat New Jersey State, in which eleven
plum
sent included both the new and old W. New England colleges participated.
%rid said, "Aw nuts, I thought this was A. A. Conncils and those girls who were
The debate scheduled with the Hawaiapple."
receiving awards: Letters — Shirley
ians was not held and has been postHatch, Mona Archer, Dot Lawrence,
poned. This debate was to have been
Votress Mary, quite contrary,
Ruth Holmes, Elora Stone. Numerals— printed
in the Intercollegiate Debate:.
!low does your garden grow?
Elizabeth Jordan, Edith Gardner, Helen
Two intercollegiate forums were par"With seeds, you dope!"
Cousins, Phyllis Dimitre, Ruby Black,
—The Spotlight Florence Shannon. Edith Hill, Betty ticipated in by Maine men, one held at
the Bangor Y. W. C. A. and the other at
as • • •
Clough, June Clement, Betty Littlefield,
Colby. David Brown was the speaker
Mary Deering, Ruth Sylvester, Louise
The college publication at Phillips
in the first and Brown and Ilamiltini
Hastings, Elizabeth Gardner, Muriel
liege recently conducted an investigaIbaithby in the second.
Perkins.
I) among prominent people on the camThe following are the community deThe W. A. A. annual Play Day for
. - to see how many people closed their
high school girls of the vicinity will be bates that were held:
• - when kissing. No more than ten
held Saturday, May 25. Extensive plans
Jan. 12, Riverside Grange, Brewer,af.
f.
is whether they did or not.
are being made for the day, including Clarke and Gleszer, neg. Smith and
• • • *
a picnic at nom, athletic competitions Briggs.
• Five Purpose Control
• New Beauty of Design
March 8, 19th Century Club, Bangor,
OBSERVATIONS: It has been our in the afternoon, and a banquet at night.
Complete
•
Automati
ly
Porcelain Exterior
c
•
; rsonal observation that kissing a girl Dorothy Frye and Jane Chase are at Aff. Smith and Benjamin, neg. Brown
committee
arranging
head
•
the
and
the
for
of
The
Russell.
Famous
Food
File
• Dozens of Features
like opening a bottle of olives. After
Apr. 9, Grange, Lamoine, aft. BenjaU get the first one, the rest come easy. the affair. The new W. A. A. Council
• Slide-out Rearranging Shelf • A Place for Everything
will give the retiring council a picnic at min and Boothby, neg Russell an.'
• • • •
• 19 New Models
• Hinged Shelf
Parker's Lobster Pound at Sullivan the Brown.
• Sizes and Prices for All
May 4. Queen City Grange, Bangor,
29th of May. More detailed plans are
•w I lay me down to rest,
• Automatic Interior Light
i ••fore I take tomorrow's test,
aff. Benjamin, neg. Brown.
under way.
May 7. Eastern Star Grange, Hamp• 'ray the Lord my soul to keep;
den. aff. Benjamin, neg. Russell.
• I should die before I wake,
SOPHOMORE EAGLES TO
May 9, Old Town Rotary Club, Old
.ank God. I'll have no test to take!
INITIATE 10 TONIGHT Town, aft. Brown, neg. Russell.
• • •
Ten
will be initiated tonight inMay II. Dexter Grange. Dexter, aft.11 a poll recently held at Amherst, to the Sophomore Eagles society at the Russell, neg. Brown.
stmouth College was voted as the It C. A. building.' Those girls to be
Five different types of speaking confavorite women's college among the initiated are: Lucy Cobb. Mary Deer- tests were conducted, as follows: OreI'Llerits at the Amherst institution. NI ilk ing, Mary-Hale Sutton. Norms Lueders. grin cross question. conventional Amen" voted as their favorite drink among Mary Wright. Margaret Hinckley, Mar- t an. split team, team with cross questionsns. of the questions put forth to the guerite Benjamin, Mary Leighton. Kay ing, and single speaker
legislative type
•'
,lent body.
Cox. and Mary Helen Rayc.
of debate and forums.
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World Affairs inst.
To Be Held July 9-10

Avenues -0f Fashion

SOCIAL
BREVITIES
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SEASON'S CLOSING PARTIES
4 (.4,41titlUnd !ruin Page "three)

All-Maine Women To
Give 'Pandora' June 7

Guests included: Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
(Ahem, Sr.; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. GilThe All-Maine Women have .selected
Perkins; WalThe Pi Phi Sorority will hold a bert,. Jr.; Mr. and Mrs.
The "Marne Institute of World Afstory of Pandora as written by Mr:.
bottles, but out
the
of
Keimeth
out
Thayer;
not
Peggy
comes
Richardson.
ter
purest Scotch
fairs" will be held at the University of strawberry breakfast next Sunday mornIt is true that the
Bailey for their annual pageant. It
Mark
of
Wheeler,
group
Samuel
pure and no
Maine, July 9, and 10, 1935, according to ing at the cabin_ This breakfast is to Chute, Fay Hodgkins;
world no Scotch is more
is the story of the stealing eif fire from
Ruth
Bessom,
of looms. In all the
John
They
Gordon;
‘'irginia
Mrs.
by
Juniors
checks.
the
be prepared and served by
an announcement made today
Gods by the mortal
as the Scottish plaids and
Saunders; William Bessom, /Cathleen the Olympian
patterns are as celebrated
and yet are as E R Godfrey of Bangor, general chair- in honor of the seniors.
colors
and
forms
of
Phyllis Prometheus. For this crime, punishvariety
Webster,
Edwin
amazing
Wormsood;
arof
an
in
charge
afford
simplicity, this man .4 the committee
ment is sent in the form of a eht,i
line. It has been this
Hamilton.
ranging dir institute. The institute is
basically simple as a straight
from
with the Graces' goldrd girdles.
creations
bound
Roger Colbert, Miss Merritt; Hall
that has kept the Scottish
The A. (1. Pi's held their Rose Banbeing sponsored by the Maine State
fidelity to certain patterns
by I.:pitman-us. Pandora opeos
Urged
Reginald
ledges.
of
Ratiiii ea, Marjorie Davis;
quet last Tuesday night at the
Committer on the Cause and Cure
which the mortals were warned
War, in cooperation with the University This banquet is held each sear in honor Murphy, Marjorie Chase; Stanley Lit- the box
iaa to lunch, and a ‘ast host of troulb
of Maine, the Foreign Po/icy Associa- of the seniors, and is prepared and ser- tlefield, Ruth Goodwin; Sumner Lawless,
Martha Phillips; Sidney Look, Beth fly out against mankind.
tion and the Carnegie Endowment for ved by the sopho,,,,,re. and new
1 he box is shut but a son voice is
Gitiord; Richard Mansur, Geraldine
International Peace.
Wilson; heard from within begging to be reHelen
Mansur,
Hall;
Norwood
has
details
of
charge
in
The committee
The Pi Beta Phi patrons gave a tea James Phillips, Louise Steeves; Mr. and leased. Pandora once more opens the
already secured most of the speakers for
Tuesday for the active chapter at Mrs. J. E. McEachern; Mr. and Mrs. box and Hope flies out to alleviate
last
anto
able
be
to
hope
and
affair
the
Muilenburg's home. The patrons Chester Marson; Alvin Heald, Miss trouble and to aid man.
Mrs.
three
or
nounce in a few days the two
Muilenburg, Mrs. Bray, Mrs. Potter; Donald McCready, Elizabeth
The cast of characters in the order of
-peakers yet to be signed. Among the were Mrs.
patrons Mrs. Sawyer; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Calder- their appearance includes: Pan, Hilda
honorary
the
and
Watson.
inof
subject
the
many authorities on
and Mrs. Stevens.
wood; Irving Laurin. Arlene Brown; S. Scott '36; Graces: Eileen Brown '36,
ternational affairs already secured are Boardman,
Barbara Lancaster; Joseph Norma Lueders '38, and Carolyn Brown
Stromberg,
Buell,
Leslie
Raymond
the following:
t;reenlaw, Caroline Thomas; Donald '37; Mercury, Margaret Sewall '36;
president of the Foreign Policy AssoPi Phi sorority held its installation of
Ansie Joy; Albert Blanchard, Jupiter, Faith Folger '37; Juno, Elizabeth
ciation; James P. Baxter, 3rd., associate
offi- Dorothy Shea.
new
The
night.
last
Mondas
officers
Schiro '36; Diana, Rose Whitmore '38;
Uniprofessor of History at Harvard
for the coming year are: Elizabeth
Neptune. Sara Littlefield '38; Mars,
versity; Lawrence Dennie, author of "Is cers
president; Virginia Nelson, viceJordan,
Hinckley '38; Vulcan, Mabelle
Margaret
PatPi
U.
Theta
Beta
Ernest
CaPefallsto Doomed:"
Merrill, recording
Ashworthe'37; Ceres, Marguerite Picard
terson, president of the Academy of president; Arlene
Beta Theta Pi fraternity entertained '38; Children of The Happy Kingdom—
Margaret Snow, correspondPolitical and Social Sciences and pro- secretary;
nearly 40 couples over the week-end.
Caklerwood,
Louise
and
;
ing
secretary
Game of Ball: Barbara W%eth, Alice
of
fessor of economics at the University
The committee was: Edward Butler,
Carolyn Hanscom and MarBarbara Ware, Georgia Taylor,
PermssIvania; William R. Pattangall treasurer.
Faith Holden, Walter Emerson, and Kenneth Leath- Elizabeth Story, Edith Gardner; Pancensors;
Hilton,
ion
Supreme
Maine
chief justice of the
ers.
supervisor.
dora, Katherine Bunker '37; Epimetheus,
Judicial Court; and Wilfred J. Hinton, pledge
deand
Stetler
. With the growing
G.
Henry
popularity
Mrs
and
Bettina Sullivan '36; Athletic Events:
Mr.
of
and
Institute
the
for
freshness
director of studies
losing their eternal
and checks Bankers, London. Other speakers will be
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick S. Youngs Louise Getchell, Bernice Ilamilton,
plaids
Spring
this
apparel
country
mand for appropriate
Louise Hastings, Elizabeth Gardner, BarA weenie roast was held at the chaperoned.
acceptance. Esquire points out below some announced soon, according to Mrs. Godwill enjoy even wider
"Ledges" last Saturday to celebrate
Wakely, Dor- bara Lancaster, Frances Jones, Jane SulEugene
were:
Attending
frey.
items:
check
authentic plaid and
Helene Cousins' birthday. The picnic con- othy Estes; Charles Bicknell, Louise livan, Marjorie E. Thompson; Prome
of these new, smart and
The program for the institute follows: sisted of frankfurts, rolls, ginger ale, Adams; Richard Haynes, Constance theus, Jane Goldsmith '37; Troubles.
there is an evident tendency to
mixed cookies, candy and birthday cake. Mawr; Lester 'fatten, Helen Tebbetts; Bettina Bruce, Louise Calderwood, FranR•ad ing
Tuesday, July 9, 1935
of the bolder
suits
whole
favor
The guests included: Ruby Black, Joseph Hotz, Bernice Morin; Albert ces Austin, Hope Wing, Madeline Frato
top
from
234) P. M. Introductory Remarks, Madeline Frazier, Helen Cousins, AudGlen Urquhart pattern.
Galbraith, Hope Wing; Joseph Gal- zier, Phyllis Dimitre, Mary Wright,
bottom i nArthur A. Hauck, President of the Uni- rey Bishop. Elva Googins, Barbara Lanbraith, Ella Mae Rowe; Mr. and Mrs. Cynthia Adams, Marguerite Benjamin,
stead of left
versity of Maine; 2:40 P. M. "The caster, Phyllis Dimitre, and Elizabeth
A. Larsen; James Smart, Geneva Marguerite Adams, Nancy Henning,.
1.ewis
to right we
Slacks of various size checks World Adrift," Raymond Leslie Buell, Ashby.
or
check
James W. McClure, Mary Rob- Betty Littlefield, Helen Diehl, Atnelia
flardry:
tooth
take the hound's
President of the Foreign Policy Assoeffectively
are
plaids
and
inson; Richard Berry, Betty Fournier; Woodman, Joanne Stuart, Ss,Iveig lieis.district plaid one piece cap, which
ciation; 3:45 P. M."The Foreign Policy
tad ; Hope, Lucy Cobb '38.
Robert Nivison, 1,ee Blackington.
A rose breakfast for the Alumnae of
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wear, the Scotch influence shows interviews with potato producers. They
furnished detailed information concerning the entire farm business, with special
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concerns the potato farm conditions in
Central Maine. When printed, these
studies will be issued as bulletins of the
Maine Extension Service. Since 1923,
with the exception of 1928. Maine has
led the states of the United States in
the production of pnatoes and these bulletins should prove interesting and isstructive to the Maine agriculturist.

Without
In jackets, particularly, the getting
black and white and brown and mixed up as
t o whether
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ly came to
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the Scotsmen
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w a y, there
n e vertheless
Is a similar feeling in both Norwegian and Scottish knit goods,
and the Fair Isle sweater, with its
similarity to Norwegian knit goods

nevertheless a
fective countryside detail, and piece of apparel.

tan hound's tooth (- heck is an ef- is

truly

Prof E K Widmer, head of the depaitinent of Bacteriology at the Univeroti, has Just returned from the annual
conference of Laboratory Workers in
the Control of Pullorum Disease at
which conference he presented a paper

Scotch
At a meeting

ut non-sorority women

ESQUIRE will answer all questions on men's fashions. Write held recently. Kathryn Hoctor was
ESQUIRE, 40 East 34th Street, New York, and enclose a sett- chosen as a representative to the Women's Student Government
addressed stamped envelope for reply.

IT'S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS. And there

are no finer tobaccos than those used in Luckies
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Pile Up 60 Points;
Bates Second'FRESHMAN TRACKSTERS
DEFEAT COMBINE 86-31
With 42 1-2

FROM T1-4E PRESS BOX
By Ray Gailey
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When a silly serenader shatters your nerves
with sour notes ... don't let it sour sour
disposition. Just light a smooth Old Goltl.
The harmony of its choice tobaccos will
make the most dismal discords seem sweet.
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appropriate refreshments were served
consisting of macaroni and cheese, crackers and olive butter, coffee, celery, nuts,
and cookies. Among those present were:
\ elma Colson, Laura Wesalowska, Violet Colson, Hope Whitman, Dorothy
Frye, Flora Stone, Dorothy Lawrence,

and Miriam Linscott.
During July and August, Dean Muilenburg is scheduled to present several series
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I'm sometimes asked about
cigarettes ... and I believe they offer
the mildest and purestform in which
tobacco is used...

Scientific methods and mild ripe
tobaccos make Chesterfield a
milder better-tasting cigarette.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

informal serie• of tennis n
were played on Tlitirsda afternisin he- '
tweeti several Maine co-eds and the three I
girls from Fort Fairfield High School
who are going on tour ti i the high schosils
in the southern part of the state. The
Maine girls who played were: Frances
Johnson '35, Mary-Hale Sutton '38, and
Flora Stone '35.
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Chesterfield is the cigarette that's MILDER
Chesterfield is thc cigarette that TASTES BE1
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